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TSTA members protest new pay plan
By JAMES VAN TOLAR
Editor
Some member's of the Texas State
Teacher's Association are angry over a
new staff pay scale that will take effect
here Sept. 1.
The furor over the new pay scale concerns a new 11 step range. Under the
previous pay scale, salaries for exempt
employees were detennined according to
12 grades and a seven step salary range for
each grade.

Grades are not used in The University
Of Texas Classification System; therefore, each job title was given its own range
of 11 steps.
"We had hoped and understood that the
transition to the UT System would be a
definite step forward for all of us," said
Gloria Gilpatrick, president of the TSTA/
UT-PA staff local unit.
"However, some of us have been left
with feelings of frustration, anger and
concern."
Administrators say the change was

necessary because of the merger with the
UT System.
"When we joined the System there were
certain changes that we needed to make to
comply with the System-wide guidelines
for the establishment of pay plans," said
Antonio Villalobos, personnel administrator. "We converted what we had to fit
those guidelines and requirements."
The new staff pay scale involves reclassification ofjobs titles, changing job numbers and the addition of 4 steps to the
salary range.

Several employees have protested their said she received a $27 per month raise ,
but she was dropped from step seven in
placement on the new 11 step range.
the
previous scale to the fifth step in the
Joyce Grose, a secretary for 2 years,
received a $2 per month increase and was new scale.
Brenda Gillard, a secretary for five years,
placed on Step 1 in the new scale where in
received
a $2 per month pay increase, but
the previous scale she was on Step 2.
indicates
she has been "demoted."
"After looking at the new pay scale I
Janie Pena, secretary for the associate
have discovered that I have been placed
dean
of the College of Arts and Sciences
back in an old category exactly where a
new beginning employee starts off," Grose and vice president of the TSTA/UTPA
said. "In my opinion, I have been de- staff local unit, said she was dropped one
moted without being notified."
Eva Gomez, a secretary for 12 years,

Sociology professor loses suit;
may request new trial
By JAMES VAN TOLAR
Editor
On reviewing jury depositions
after losing a civil suit regarding
denial of permission to travel, a
sociology professor here plans to
request a new trial.
Dr. Harold Nelson sued Gov.
Bill Clements, who in 1987 declined to approve his travel to an
annual international health conference in Nicaragua.
To receive travel funds, state
policy requires permission from
the governor for travel outside the
United States.
In suing, Nelson accused Clemenls of denying permission for
travel to Nicaragua for his own
political reasons.
Nelson said he feels travel was
denied because of the United
States' administration opposition
to the Nicaraguan government.
Jim Harrington, Nelson's attorney and American Civil Liberties
Union representative, said he presented the charge to the jury (that
travel was denied because of official opposition to Nicaragua), but
the judge did not accept it. Nelson
and his attorneys believe that if the
charge had been accepted, he would
have won.
According to Nelson, the judge
did not accept Harrington's charge
and told the jury "to consider if
Clements had known about Nel-
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Harold A. Nelson
son's political beliefs."
Nicaragua was the key issue and
not his political beliefs, Nelson
said.
Nelson said at one point the jury
stood 9 to 3 in his favor. However,
the jury may have changed their
minds when the specific issue of
the charge was raised, he said.
"Probably in a couple of weeks
we will request a new trial on the
basis of that issue," Nelson said.
Nelson is a memberofthe board
of directors of the Bay Area (San
Francisco) Committee on Health
Rights in Central America, a group
which has helped sponsor the
conference since 1983. Other
sponsors include the Nicaraguan

Ministry ofHealth and otherhealthrelated organizations.
As a board member he is expected to attend the conference,
and state funds can be used to fully
or partially cover traveling expenses, he said.
A letter from the office of the
governor, signed by Robert E.
Davis, directorofthe budget, stated
"political circumstances in Nicaragua require that I decline your
request for approval for travel to
that country on official business of
the state."
Nelson said the reasons for denial seemed to be beyond the purview of the statute guiding ~e
travel funds and of the governor.
Consequently, he filed suit.
Travel approval to the conference was also denied in 1988 by
the governor.
Former Gov. Mark White had
approved Nelson's travel to the
conference in 1986.
Dr. Miguel A. Nevarez, UTPA
president,
approved Nelson's
travel in 1986, 1987 and, initially,
in 1988. Nevertheless, after a
conversation with the governor's
office Nevarez withdrew his approval.
"In 1988, I was unaware of any
travel restrictions to Nicaragua and
when the governor said there were
travel restrictions to Nicaragua I
reconsidered," Nevarez said
Nelson said that did not "have

too much effect since I was already
there."
The United States Department
of State had issued a travelers'
warning to U.S. citizens regarding
travel in Nicaragua.
In 1989,Nelson applied to travel
to Nicaragua again and was denied
pennission by Ernest Baca, dean
of the College of Arts and Sciences, and Ronald Applbaum,
previous vice president for academic affairs.
"In the regulations it is the president of the university who determines whether you can go, not the
dean of a college," Nelson said,
"So, I appealed to the president,
and the president denied me the
right to go to Nicaragua."
Through an arrangement between Nelson's attorney and the
state's attorney, Nelson was able
to go to Nicaragua.
Since the request for a new trial
will be heard by the same trial
judge who issued the charge, the
judge may not order a new trial,
Nelson said. An appeal might be
the next course of action.
''This is a long haul thing," Nelson said.
Meanwhile, Nelson plans to return to Nicaragua this February
although he said he expects to be
denied the" right to go again."
"I have already paid my registration fee, and I intend to go, period," he said.
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"Runners," a mobile by UTPA art student Vincente
Garcia, is an added attraction to the Physical Educa.tion Complex.

Cafeteria renovations taking place
By JAMES VAN TOLAR
Editor

THE
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Cecilio Medina of Land Construction Company shovels the remains of the cafeteria walls. Completion of cafeteria
renovations are tenatively set for Aug. 27, first day of classes.

Renovations to the Cafeteria and
Snackbar are being conducted in
line with federal and state regulations after tests revealed the tile
flooring is composed of 15 percent asbestos.
As a result workmen are wearing protective masks and the area
has been roped off with a tape
which warns "Danger Asbestos."
The flooring should be replaced
by the time food services open
Aug. 27.
Because the University of Texas
System did not approve a $200,000
plan to remodel Cafeteria .and
Snackbar, renovations will be
made as funds pennit, according
to Jim Langabeer, vice president
for business affairs.
The system did not approve the
plan in time for departure of Southwest Dining Services (SDS) and
the arrival ofMorrison'slast spring.
"Under the exodus of SDS I had
to push things faster than I would
have wanted," Langabeer said.
Last spring SDS accused the

university of failing to pay
$25,041.94. Concurrently, the
university asserted it was SDS
which owed the university
$16,847.17.

As a result of the disagreement,
SDS left before a smooth transition could occur, Langabeer said.
In the contract with the university, Morrison's would have invested $200,000 for renovations
in the cafeteria and snack bar.
Morrison's investment in the
university dining facilities were to
have paid off in profits, Langabeer
said.
Renovations taking place in the
cafeteria and snack bar will cost
$40,000 to be taken from student
fees.
According to Judy Vinson, dean
ofstudents, the renovations include
removing interior walls in the cafeteria, formica paneling on the service lines and new floor tiles in the
snack bar and cafeteria.
Eventually, the booths in the
snack bar will be refurbished and
new trays and new table tops will
be purchased, Vinson said.
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Caught between an oil war and a fleet of leaky boats

T

he Iraqi invasion of Kuwait
has our government concerned about the safety of our
oil supply, but if anyone
would just take a look into the murky
waters of the GulfofMexico, it's obvious the problem isn't our supplies being
cut; we can't seem to keep the stuff on
the boats.
Between June 1979 and February
1982, 15 major oil spills in the Gulf
totaled an estimated 38 million gallons
of crude oil. Notice this fact refers to
the Gulf's condition eight years ago,
and it's only the major oil spills.
Of course, one of the most recent
sobering spills is the record 10.92 million gallon mess in Alaska in 1989 by
the Exxon Valdez. (Texas comes in
second with a 10. 7 million spill in the

Galveston Bay in 1979.) Just this summer, there have been three oil spills in the
Gulf, and of the last 70-odd oil spills
around the nation, over half of them were
in the Gulf of Mexico.
I thought perhaps Hussein invaded
Kuwait because he is part of some activist environmental group trying to bring a
halt to the murdering of helpless marine
life. Maybe he's concerned that the food
chain is being disrupted at its very core
which could prove disastrous to mankind. Maybe, maybe ...nah. Anyone who
uses chemical weapons can't be too concerned about the environment.
But getting back to the Gulf-you know,
the place where fishing has been banned
and probably why Texan President Bush
has a vacation home in Maine-a recent
investigation of the past nine years re-
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vealed the Port of Houston commercial
waterway leads the nation in collisions
and run agrounds. The port is the third
largest in the U.S., but it has had twice as
many mishaps as the Port of New Orleans, which is our largest commercial
waterway.
And with the possible threat to our
Arabian oil supply, the media has wondered if Texas is ready to pick up on the
oil industry business again. The answer:
"Get back to you as things develop." It
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The Other Side

will probably be another five years before knows how well their trash cans hold
any improvements are seen in Texas oil up to garbage truck abuse and speeding
tricycles. I'm sure they could make a
production.
boat
or barge that could withstand a
An interesting observation about the
Houston waterway is a maneuver coined bump. (Just call me Mr. Solution.)
Meanwhile, people should be more
the "Texas Chicken." The channel isn't
consistent
about their gripes on the pricwide enough to allow two ships traveling
in opposite directions to pass each other. ing of liquids: milk costs about $2.50;
The solution has been to have the ships a liter of soda costs about $1.89; and a
move directly towards each other and teensy, weensy bottle of perfumeveer right at the last moment; they forget it. Gasoline is only a buck and a
straighten out as they pass each other and quarter. Hell, that's a bargain.
When this Middle East crisis is reveer left just as they finish passing.
solved,
though, and hopefully through
Suggestions to widen the channel have
brought on the criticism that it would some peaceful means, let us not forget
only bring more traffic and larger ships, that our hap-hazzard handling of oil
thus increasing the already high rate of shipments certain!y could keep the price
accidents and oil spills. The answer is of gasoline where it is.
Esquivel iJ a Freshman psychology
really quite simple-get the Rubbermaid
factory to start making boats. Everyone major.
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Higher education:
A means to a diverse
option of trades
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he public education process has been under fire for quite some
time. Throughout this period, there has been a monumental
effort to find someone to levy the blame. Fingers have been
pointed at the students, teachers/ professors, families or society. Perhaps all are to blame in varying degrees, but we may find the
problem is simply that people are ignorant of what an education is.
An English priest once defined education as the ability to tell what is
rot and what is not. A Texas Methodist minister was more explicit describing education as a "Crap filter." However, one can be still more
explicit.
Receiving an education is not the amassing of some body of knowledge but rather a way of assessing knowledge. Education is more akin
to wisdom than it is to know-how.
Students-many of you have come to this university seeking an education. Congratulations! For you the future holds virtually endless possibilities and will be one of discovery. However, some of you have come
to the university only hoping to get a good job afterwards. You do not
belong here. There are many trade schools in the valley that would be
more appropriate for you to attend.
A university is not a trade school, we are not here to learn a trade, but
to receive an education. To simply learn a trade does not encompass
receiving an education. Whereas a trade is narrow in scope an education
is broad in spectrum.
Alvin Toffler, author of ''Futureshock"and "Megatrends, "predicted
the average person will change jobs three or more times in his lifetime.
Technology is changing very rapidly. Professions which are valuable
one day are worthless the next. Someone trained for a trade may find in
only a few years the demand for his skill has petered out.
The educated person is more prepared than one who has simply
learned a trade. His education has already provided a broad foundation
of understanding that does not limit him to only one field.
If you are here to get an education you will have every opportunity to
do so. The core curriculum is diverse enough for a sampling of most
fields.
Education, however, is not just found in the classrooms. Your involvement in Student Government will offer insight into politics and administration. Through fraternities and sororities, you may grow socially.
Campus religious groups provide help on your spiritual pilgrimage.
Your education is in your hands, take the avenues that will prepare
you.

-James Van Tolar

The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest
columns. They must be signed and include the writer's hometown and classification at UT-PA. An address and phone number should be ncluded for verification. Letters should be fewer than 250 words and guest columns no more than 800
words. Letters and guest columns will be edited for lenght, libel, grammar and
punctuation, but writer's meaning or opinion will not be changed. Guest columns
will be run a space permits. Letters can be brought to Emilia Ramirez Hall, Room
100 or mailed to The Pan American at 1201 University Drive, EH 100, Edinburg,
Tx 78539.
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President welcomes student body

T

o you who are new to the University, welcome, and make
yourselves at home.
To you who are returning,
we're glad you're back and happy to see
you again.
Your success as a student should be
your highest priority this year. That is
why each of you is paying hundreds of
dollars a semester for tuition and fees and
books, and why the people of the state of
Texas are contributing more than $20
million a year to operate The University
of Texas-Pan American.
We- the faculty and staff - understand
the purpose of your investment and we
are dedicated to helping you to succeed.
We also understand the college life can
be full of obstacles, as well as opportunities.
The University has many sensitive,
caring, and competent people who are
willing to listen, encourage, advise, help
and guide you. Take full advantage of the

From
the President
Dr. Miguel
Nevarez

ance,andcivility. Youwillmeetpeople
who are much different from you in
many ways. Please respect individual
differences and learn as much as you
can about the great and beautiful diversity around us.
You have a University you can be
proud of.
We are the fastest-growing majoruniversity in the state, and over the next ten
,Years we will double the numberofprograms we offer and and probably almost double in enrollment.
Yes, don't be surprised if you see
more than 20,000 students on this
campus ten years from now.

services and opportunities here - in Student Health, in Counseling and Advising,
in Placement, in Student Affairs and in
the academic departments.
Speak up if you have a question. Look
for those special kinds of friends- be they
faculty, fellow students, a secretary, a
librarian, a staff person - who will help
you succeed.
Remember that much of your education will occur outside the classroom.
Work hard, please. Push yourselves
Spend as much time as you can on cam- academically. Get as much from this
pus - in the library, involved in student opportunity as you can . And enjoy
activities, talking to your teacher, taking yourselves.
advantage of tutoring and special workshops. Remember that a university should
Dr. Miguel Nevarez has been UTPA
be a place of openness, honesty, toler- president nine years.

SGA seeks to represent students

T

he Student Government Association would like to extend a
warm welcome and best wishes
to the UT-PA student body.
The student government would also like
to let the students know the association
will welcome any suggestions and feedback from students concerning our university.
Because of requests from some of our
fellow students, SGA 's attention was first
directed toward a problem with the portable computer lab. The students expressed a need for accessibility to a laser
printer and more Apple computers. SGA
helped solve the problem (for the meantime) by requesting the assistance of The

From the SGA
Albert Guerrero
Carlos Berlanga
Pan American and the cooperation of Mr.
Steve Copold.
Another major complaint came from a
larger number of students who protested
the library being closed on Saturdays. In
response to the student complaints, SGA
initiated a number of meetings with the
library administration; thanks to cooperation from Mr. David Mizener and Mr.
Leslie Gower, the library hours were extended to Saturdays.
This past summer, SGA has also worked

with some of the new committees on
campus, such as the University ofTexas
Environmental Council and the University Center Task Force.
SGA's main purpose is to represent
all students as individuals and the student body as a whole. We feel that the
students in this university have been
under-represented and we would like to
correct that. Students are welcome to
bring their complaints and ideas to their
student government offices located at
the University Center, room 317.

Albert Guerrero and Carlos Berlanga
are SGA president and vice president
respectively.
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Masters in Public Adn1inistration

Intensive and semi-intensive
English courses planned
The English Language Institute will begin a
series of intensive and semi-intensive courses in
English for non-native speakers Aug. 27 and Sept.
4.
The intensive English courses, which begin Aug.
27, will emphasize reading and writing, speaking
and listening comprehension and American culture. These courses help students prepare for work
in an English-speaking environment. Classes are
held from 8:45 a.m. to 3:35 p.m. Monday through
Thursday through Oct. 18. Tuition is $600 plus
textbooks.
The semi-intensive English courses begin Sept.
4 and emphasize skills in speaking and listening
comprehension. Classes are held from 7 to lOp.m.
Tuesdays and Thursdays through Oct. 18. Tuition
is $225 plus textbooks.
Registration may be made from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday through Thursday and from 8 a.m. to 11
a.m. Friday in LA 359. Students should register
two weeks in advance.
For more information call the English Language
Institute at 381-2133.

Chess Club resumes meetings
The UTPA Chess Club will resume its weekly
meetings next Friday at 1 p.m. in the Mathematics
Building, Room 109.
The meetings are expected to last until 5 p.m ..
There are no dues or charges, but all members
should bring a board and chess set if possible.
The club also meets off campus twice more
during the week. On Sunday at 1 p.m., the Chess
Club on the 3rd floor of the McAllen Memorial
Library. They also meet on Wednesday at 7 p.m.
in the World Book Club trailer on the Expressway
in Donna, right under the UT-PA billboard.
For more information, call 383-7097.

Education group to hold
organizational meeting
The School of Education Student Organization
will hold its first meeting at noon Sept. 4 in the

Following her marriage Aug. 4,
Hortencia Silva, director of the
Upward Bound program, has
moved to Dallas where she will
pursue a new career after honeymooning in Seattle and Vancouver British.Columbia.

UTPA offers MPA degree program
with classes Monday through Thursday evenings
starting at 5:45 p.m. to 8:25 p.m. or 7:10 to 9:55 p.m.

Education Building, Room 119.
Officers will be elected and plans for this year
will also be discussed. Students are encouraged
to bring their own sack lunch.
Some of the ideas being discussed include initiating a Big Brother, Big Sister program for
freshmen and a possible name change for the organization.
For more information, contact Jeanette Hawkins, sponsor, at 381-2313.

Registration for graduate students is Aug. 21, 4:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.
at the Fieldhouse. Call 381-3341 for details.
The University of Texas - Pan American
Department of Political Science
Dr. Jose Hinojosa, Chair
(512) 381-3341

Arena registration continues

RESERVE

Arena registration continues through Friday by
appointment in the Fieldhouse.
This arena registration will also be considered
late registration for new students who missed the
April 23 application deadline and students who
could have registered for classes earlier in the
year but failed to do so.
New students must receive mandatory academic advisement before registration.
New students must have also attended orientation sessions held Aug. 14 - Aug. 17.

OFFICERS' TRAINING

RELAX, IT'S TRUE OB FALSE.
0 T O F "llrmJ ROTC" loob pat on a ■hldent'■ re■llffle.
(Tnie ... Employers seek out graduating Hlliors who have leader•
ship qualities. Anny ROTC student■ gain leadership e11periencea
and officer credential.I which give them a competitive edge IOI'
career succes■. )

The political science department will offer several graduate classes this semester as part of the
new Masters in Public Administration (MPA)
degree program which started in January. Classes
offered arc:
POLSS360.01, The American Executive Process, with Dr. Samuel Freeman, MW 12:45 p.m. to
2p.m.
POLS 6312.01, Policy Implementation and
Program Evaluation, Dr. Elliott Rock, Thursday
5:45 p.m. to 8:25 p.m.
POLS 6325.01, The Internship, Dr. Jose R.
Hinojosa, Monday 5:45 p.m. to 8:25 p.m.
POLS 6330.01, Scope and Methods in Public
Administration, Wednesday, 7:10 p.m. to 9:55
p.m.
POLS 6341.01, Political Leadership: Decision-making and Management, Dr. Jos~ R. Hinojosa, Tuesday, 5:45 p.m. to 8:25 p.m.
For More information call Dr. Jos~ Hinojosa,
Chair, department of political science at (512)
381-3341/3342.

D T D F taryNmce.
u,011tabanAnn,ROTCclu■,J011'Ubecommltt■dtomW
(Falle ... You can take freshman and aophomore military ac:ience
without obligation.)

COW'la

0 T O F ArmJ ROTC cloe■n't Rt Into JOllr collep ■ch■dllle.
(Falle ... Army ROTC courH1 are elective■ which fit into moat
degree program■. Moat lltudent■ talce jlllt one COUZM each tenn,
requiring only a few hours each weelc.)

0 T O F co11ntry
Students who complet■ the JlnnJ ROTC propam " " • their
u Anny ofDcen after colle9e.
(Tnie ... About half enter full-time active duty IOI' 2 to , yeus.
Others pursue their civilian careers right after college while Hrv•
i.ng part-time u Anny Reaerve or National Guard officers in their
communitie■.)

Now here', the "fill-ill" portion of the exam. Fill in an Anny ROTC fre1hman
elective on your coune schedule. You'll begin to acquue the confidence.
sell-discipline, and leadership ■killl es■ential for your fulule 1ucc:.1. And
you'll learn about opportunities for scholarship1 and other financial aid.

MS 1201 - MARKSMANSHIP &: FIRST AID
MS 1202 - SURVIVAL&: LAND NAVIGATION
SECTION

1201.01
1202.01
1201.02
1202.02
✓

I

CREDITS
2
2
2
2

ROOM/BUILDING

CAS
CAS
CAS
CAS

HOURS/DAYS
MW 10:45 - 11:35
MW 9:45 • 10:35
TI 9:10 • 10:25
TI 9:10 • 10:25

185
185
185
184

MS 1201/1202 Satisfy UT·PA Phy■ lcal Education Requlrmeents

According to Silva, 95 percent als, one ofwhieh ranked in the top
10 of 420 proposals nationwide.
of graduating seniors go to UTPA
their freshman year and 85 perSilva said her greatest pleasure
cent of those continue.
in working with Upward Bound
Every three years the national was seeing the students succeed.
government reviews Upward
"It is very rewarding to know
Bound.
In getting the program funded that you actually helped someone
three times, Silva wrote propos- to achieve their goals," she said.

•====

CORPS

YOUR FIRST UNOFnCIAL
COLLEGE EXAM.

Poly Sci adds grad classes

Upward Bound director,
•
marries, moves to Dallas
By JAMES VAN TOLAR
Editor

3

~

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARnST COWGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

.. . .

IMPORTANT NOTICE

'
•

STUDENT FINANCIAL AID CHECKS
WILL BE CASHED AT

SOUTH TEXAS BOOK & SUPPLY
WITH THE PURCHASE OF TEXTBOOKS

Hortencia Silva
Upward Bound is a federally
funded program designed to prepare academically and economically disadvantaged high school
students for college.
Silva, who had been with the
university since 1971, was dedicated to her students and very atten
to their educational needs, according to Judy Vinson, dean of students.
"She had been firm and strict
with a program that has demanded
a lot from her; yet she has shown a
lot oflove and caring for students,"
Vinson said.
Silva began as teacher with the
High School Equivalcncy program.
In 1976, she worked as a counselor and in 1982 became director
of the Upward Bound program.
Silva also worked voluntarily as
the International Student Adviser
for the university from 1983-89.
Santiago Villanueva currently
serves as adviser.
Under Silva, Upward Bound has
made a variety of accomplishment.

FREE:
Bic Stick Pen
with $20 purchase
(while supplies last)

PICK UP YOUR CHECK

SAVE ON OUR
HUGE INVENTORY
OF USED BOOKS

AND COME SEE US FOR

REMEMBER:

YOUR BOOKS AND SUPPLIES

e are always
buying back

W
.
i

textbooks!

NOW YOU HAVE A CHOICE!

SOUTH TEXAS BOOK & SUPPLY
YOUR COLIEGE TEXTBOOK STORE
I

1516 W. University (behind Pizza Hut), Edinburg

380-0345

:

.. .. ..
..
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..
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TSTA--------------------------------

'Classifieds
NEED HELP WITH RESEARCH PAPERS? Essays?
English Lit? Qualified tutor_
B.S., M.A. 630-3492.
SLEEPING ROOM - for
rent. Reasonable. Call this
number 383-7865.
WANTED
SERIOUS
MALE
STUDENT
TO
SHARE QUITE HOME
WITH RETIRED MALE
_
PROFESSIONAL &
14
YEAR-OLD BLACK CAT.
Must be non-smoker, nondrinker, non-doper. Must share
bath. 8blocksfromuniversity.
Bill 383-7104.
WR IT ING S ERV ICES,
ESSAYS, RESEARCH PAPERS, RESUMES. Composition, mechanics, grammar call
after6p.m. 380-1563,rushjobs.
TYPING SERVICE: Research papers, reports, etc.
Grammar Correction; Proofreading & Editing. Over Ten
Years experience. Call 5852838.
ATTENTION: POSTAL
JOBS! Start $11.41/hour! For
application info call 1-602-83 88885 Ext. M4490, 6 a.m.-10
p.m., 7 days.
"ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES
from $ 100. Fords, Mercedes,
Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus
Buyers Guide. 1-602-838-8885
Ext a 4490."

step, however she did receive a
$25 per month pay increase.

FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS! AIRLINENOWHIRING! All positions! $17,500 _
$58,240. Call 1-602-838-8885,
Ext. X-4490.
ATTENTION:
EASY
WORK EXCELLENT PAY!
Asse!llble1-602-838-88
products at home.
Details.
85 , Ext.
W-4490.
ATTENTION: GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 (Urepair). Delinquent tax property. Repossessions. Call I602-838-8885, Ext. OH 4490.

AccordingtoHectorLoya,Texas
StateTeacher'sAssociationrepresentative, placing employees in a
lower step is legally not considered a demotion if you are receiving more pay.
Loya has expressed a belief the
administration is looking to create
a high employee turnover rate.
'They are trying to encourage
the hiring of new employees and
not rewarding seniority," Loya
said. "It is very obvious when you
ha~e a perso~ who has been here
quite some time and they place
them at a beginning pay scale."

However Villalobos disagrees.
'There is no hidden agenda," he
said. "It was strictly to get into
compliance with the rate schedule."
Jesus Gutierrez, compensation
and classification manager, said
the system requires the salary of
any position to be aligned the systern's basic rate schedule.
"Inordertocomplywiththisrequirement, we took an individual
salary and compared it with the
rate schedule," Gutierrez said. "If
the salary fell between steps, we
took it to the next highest step."
"Itreallywasn'taraise. Itwas
simply to get people on step," he

said.
According to Villalobos, the new
basic rate schedule provides for
greaterincrementsbetweensteps.
Previously, the increments revalved around 2 percent from step
to step. Under the new schedule,
the increment revolves around 3.4
percent. Overall, there was a 22
percent increase in the range.
'Thepersonhasagreaterrange
tolookforwardto,"Villalobossaid.
Gutierrez said those who were
placed on step and received less
than 2 percent were eligible for a
merit increase.
However,TSTAmembersstated
a concern that only five employ-

ees in the College of Arts and
Sciences received merit increases
out the 14 who were eligible.
Villalobos said regarding the
concern:
"I think it was detennined that
about only one-forth of those who
got two percent or less would be
funded for merit increases because
there was not enough money to
give everybody."
Gutierrezsaidalthoughsomeare
dissatisfied with the new schedule
he believes there will be a nonnal
turnover rate this fall.
"In leaving more room for expansion hopefully it will entice
people to stay," he said.

fr!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~

Your One-

Shopping for

All Your Needs
UTPA Gifts
Stationery
Reference
Study Guide
Dictionaries
Greeting Cards

New books
Used books
Trade Books
School Supplies
Art Supplies

Shoot with us
The Pan American
Is looking for creative,

Shirts
Shorts
Caps
Sweat Shirts
Sweat Pants

Thank you for shopping at
YOUR UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Intelligent, capable and
knowledgeable
Shutter-bugs.
If this Is you, come by

Hours : Mon-Thur 7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Fri
7:30 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Emllla Schunlor Ramirez
Hall, Room 100 and apply.

Phone
(512) 381-2251

HOO~C 1HC APAR1MCN1 COMMUNl1Y
• Sale price $6,990 after $750 factory rebate assigned to dealer.

1HA1 o~~CR~

STOCK # EC 9085

PAYNE MITSUBISHI USED CARS
1990 MIRAGE· 3 Dr
NC NT, Am/FM Cass., P.S., 8. Fae. Wmty.
Starting At

$ 6,990

,7

<

$145.05

Luxurious 1, 2, and
3 bedroom

·---199o°GA~m------------MQNTtf_ ____________________ _
4 Dr. Auto, NC, Am/FM Cass., Tilt,
Fae. Wrnty.

s10,990

2 swimming pools

,.. Al\./\ A ,,,.-,?
J'' .., v V l-----:, '.

Tennis courts

$ 239.a~·

.

--------ONTH
1990 MONTERO~'Ci,;i_;;;---- - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 WD, Auto, NC, Am/FM Cass., Til .,, ..A A A. A
Fae. Wrnty.
~ v V V

$14~990
*$1 ,000 DOWN 60 MONTH FINANCING AT 11.9

A~R WITH APPROVED CREDIT EXCLUDING TT&L

~o MUCH MORC.111

vI

~

5 to
choose

$ 337 .55 ~
MO
.
NTH
I

- ------------

Family and adult
Beautifully
landscaped
Close to schools walk to Pan Am

from

Cabana with
bar-b-que

~

'88 Sazuki Samarai -----------------------------------------------------------------'87 Nissan PU - 5 Speed A/C---------------------------------------------------'84 Chev. Cavlier 4 Dr., Auto, A/C-----------------~--------------------------'88 Dodge Colt 5 Speed, Cass.----------------------------------------------'86 Isuzu I Mark 4 /door--------------------------------------------------'84 Ford LTD Crown Victoria auto., A/C--------------------------------------'88 Honda Civic Auto., A/C ----------------------------------------------------'89 Mazda 82200 PU, Clean------------------------------------------------------

$4,990
$4,890
$2,990
$3,990
$4,490
$4,990
$6,990
$7,990

On site management-24-~our emergency
mamtenance
Courtesy security

Great New
Management!

ll~Vbiio/ ·
MITSUBISHf

· RIO GRANDE VALLEY

DEALER GROUP

ON THE EXPRESSWAY• WESLACO
Contact:

383-4915

Gilbert Longoria
Reno Alfaro

Morris Garza
Frank Vasquez

969-2828

Betty Garcia
Manager

423-7328

EL BOSQUE
1609 WEST SCHUNIOA • EDINBURG. TEXAS 78539

512-383-8382 • 512-383-6162
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Childhood education master's wins approval
Anewmaster'sdegreeinearly we're serving."
childhood education approved Early childhood education is
recently for The University of designed to prepare teachers of
Texas-Pan American provides pre-kindergartenandkindergara specialization uniquely suited ten students. The UT-PA graduto students in the Rio Grande ate degree program was apValley.
proved by the Texas Higher
"The degree takes into con- Education Coordinating Board
sideration the population of last month.
lFr=======~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Reproductive
Services

Treasure HIiis
Suite #35
2220 Haine Drive
Harlingen, Tx 78550

...In Association with Adoption Affiliates
... Providing Choices in Reproductive Health care
• Pregnancy Testing
• Problem Pregnancy Counseling
• Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
• t.1orning After Treatment

"Our program includes training in strong first and second
language instructional methodologies that would allow these
children to acquire the English
language without linguistic
shock," Perez said. "That additional aspect makes it a little
more rigorous in the training
process and more specialized.
"In developing the program,
we checked master of education
degree programs in early childhood around the state to develop a program that took the
best from those programs," he
said. "Wealsotookintoconsideration the special needs of our
area. That's where we added
the specializati9ns to deal with
the linguistic and cultural
uniqueness that we have here."
Students studying under the
new degree will not be limited
to classroom teachers. Perez
said the program also addresses
nonpub11·cschoolindividualsemployeesorsupervisorsinday
care cent.ers or the children's
ward in hospitals.

ers because it's master's program, but it will give teachers
already in that field a degree
program to provide advanced
training within driving distance," Perez said.
"The program may be attractive to individuals who come to
the area because of the program's multilingual, multicultural specialization, a perspective not offered at other universities," he said.
The university has had an
undergraduate endorsement in
early childhood education since
1971. Perez said the School of
Education has been building to
a graduate-level degree since
that time.
Two other master's degree
programs wereapprovedforthe
School of Education.

hours of graduate-level coursework.
The information technology
endorsement for computer education (Level 1) requires nine
semester hours at the undergraduate level.
"Computer science is a new
area," Perez said. "Because it's
so new, some teachers have been

training on the job and others
have been trained by in-services. This endorsement gives
them training.
"There are a lot of teachers
out there who are manning
computer labs," he said. "It
takes some special skills to deal
with those things. Not everybody can do it."

Coordinating Board
approves master's
in school psychology
A master of arts degree in
school psychology was approved by the Coordinating
Board earlier this year.
The first plan requires 45
semester hours of graduate
coursework and providespreparation for certification as a psyh 1 · al associate
·
by the
c o og1c
Texas State Board of Examiners of Psychologists and as an
associate school psychologist by
the Texas Education Agency.

Thesecondoptionrequiresthe
completion of 15 additional
hoursofcoursework,leadingto
New Endorsement
examination for national certid
d
fication as a school psycholo• Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
Also approve were en orsegistbytheNationalAssociation
ments
forand
gifted
and talented
• speakers for Educat·1onaI p rograms
education
information
techo f School Psychologists.
• Adoption Services
"In this particular program,
nology. Endorsementsareaway
di
.
h
we
wanted to ensure not on1y
1
stn
For Information Call:
of schoo
that they had the master's dects to ensure t at
teachers have knowledge in
gree but in taking the course428-6242 • 428-6243
'Tm not sure that this pro- specific subject areas.
work would have Associate
Licensed by the Texas Department of Health
gram necessarily will add more
The gifted and talented enSchool Psychology Certificall!!!!!!!i~~~~~==~~~~~~~~~~~=~~ earlychildhoodeducationteach- dorsementrequires 15semester
tion," said Dr. Ricardo Perez,
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . acting dean of the School of
Education.
The thrust of the Master of
Arts Degree Program in School
Psychology will be for students
to work with children and families from diverse socioeconomic, sociocultural and linguistic backgrounds.
According to Dr. Ralph
Carlson, chair of the department
of Educational Psychology,
students are concentrating to
enter the field as a scientist in
educational psychology. Thus
they will be able to not only read
60 minutes of
and study literature but will be
able to produce it themselves.
long distance.
These graduates will be able
lntroducingAT&T
For free.
to work as consultants with
I -teachers, counselors administraStudent Saver Plus.
Movies.
Videos.
tors
and other personnel.
This year itU be easier to
get through rollege. Because
And more. For less.
They can also enter the area of
ATIU has put together a pro·
Just by choosing any Stueducation and psychology and
gram of products and services
dent Saver Plus program, you'll
diagnosis assessment .
that can save you money
get up to (i() minutes of free long
They would prepare to proWhether you live on or off
distarx::e calls. You'll
vide
intervention with children
campus.
also get a free
and
they
would be involved in
roupon
research and evaluation in
booklet
good for
school.
savings
Information on requirements
all
for
admission to this program
around
can
be picked-up at the Educatown.
tional Psychology department
in room 244 of the Education
Building.
Deadline for applying for the
Gabrielle Kreisler • Skidmore C.Ollege , Class of 1991
Fall 1991 semester is in April.

This semester, take some electives
in communications.

Y&SMEDICAL
UNIFORM CENTER

Call from
Oanywhere to

10% Discount with this ad

anywhere.

Formerly J.C. Penny Bldg.

/

You don't need
to wait till spring
to get a break.
With the AT&TReach Due
America Plan; you'li get savings
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Including '2.5% off our already
low evening prices-.

YOLANDA P. SALDIVAR·
OWNER

We11 give you a
free AT&T O:dling
Card, even if you
don't have a phone.
So you11 be able to
make a call from
almost any phone and
have it billed to you,
wherever you live.

210 E. CANO· SUITE B
EDINBURG, TX 78538

(512) 38Hlff4 lka.

;j;

+•-•-.l..

Sincerely Yours
1619 South Closner

Edinburg

381-5661
Hallmark Cards
To enroll in the Al&T Student Saver Plus
programs that are right for you, or to get the
best value in long distance service, call us.
They just might be the most profitable electives
you'll ever take.

Brldal Registry

Gift Items
Helium Balloons

1800 654-0471 Ext.1231
XI&1: Helping make
college life a little easier.

AT&T

The right choice.

ea1#J

s~\',m:.z:::~ •
STUDENTS H/C $4.
Open Mon.• Sat. 8:30 1.m. to 8 :30 p.m.

-This service may noc be 3\'ailable in residence halls on your campus
applies to out-of state aills d1rec1 dialed 5- 10 pm, Sunday- Frida,,

• [)iocoUnt

e1990 JUT

0 .380-2239
1603 W. UNIVERSITY, SUITE F, EDINBURG
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Spikers optimistic about season
Starting her ninth year as Lady
Broncs volleyball coach, Becky
De Los Santos finds herself with
more experienced players than
ever.
All eight letter-earners return.

Plasma Center

THE PAN AMERICAN/ Tony Mercado

1

t

..

Student Siecial

Full concentration - Middle blocker Lucy Hooper keeps her eye on the _ball dunng
practice. The Lady Broncs open up their volleyball season at the Sam Houston State
University tournament in Huntsville Sept. 7-8.

The team didn't lose a starter off
last season's 4-28 team and the
new prospects have tremendous
potential.
The veterans include two seniors, 5-5 setter Norma Herrera and

Hours
Mon • Fri 8:30 - 4

Sat 8· 4

lifi·hl·MMil?,ii\·I
$1 extra with ststudent I.D.

18 or older

682-4159
102 s. 16
• McAllen

Et PATO

FOR YOUR UTPA ATHLETIC SEASON IT'S

MCALLEN SPORTS

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO
VALLIY■WIDI

Aµeust Special

RACQUETBALL

Chalupa Plate

EKTELON RACQUETBALL SHOE
EKTELON RACQUETBALL GOGGLES
MEDALLION RACQUET

34.99
16.99
29.99

SWIMMING

SPEEOO~

?"

DUNKIS SWIM SUITS
ITEC SWIM GOGGLES
SPEEDO SWIM CAP
SPEEDO EAR PLUGS
NIKE AQUA SOCK SWIM SHOE

~

12.99
5.99
2.99
2.99
24.99

••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••
• • ••••

3 Crispy Chalupas

HWHITE FLOUR

and a 12oz. Coke

HPATOS
··-------

$2.89

••

TRY'EM, YOU'LL
LOVE 'EM!

INCIALIIIIII IN HANDMADE FLOUI TORTILLAS

on NOIIIIIADI RICIPII ALL , . . .
MADI FRIIH DAILY tN NUIISII

.... I'S

NOW OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M.•SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALLI

,°'-~~

McALLIN (Pecan)........................................682•3 I 76
McALLIN (Bus. 83)........................................7-8269
McALLIN (No. IOth) ....................................682•1576
IDIN ■URG••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 383-0725
BROWNSVILLE ............................................541 ■024 I
MISSION ••••••••••••••••••••·••••·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••585-4545
WESLACO •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••69•1414
NARLING■N •••••••••••••••••••..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••428•6224

RUNNING
NEON WIND SHORTS
ASICS TIGER GEL VELOCITY Save $30
ASICS TIGER GT-Ill Save $60

5.99
29.99
59.99

5-6 defensive specialist Marla
Cuellar. The three juniors are 5-7
setter Sandra Kyle, 5-9 defensive
specialist Cindy Viesca and 5-6
setter-hitter Magda Rios.
The three sophomores learned a
lot as freshmen. They are 5-9
outside hitter Carla Williams, 5-9
outside hitter Tanja Thomas and 60 middle blocker Lucy Hooper.
Three incoming freshmen all
showpromise. Theyare6-0middle
blocker Candace Guillen, 5-9 setter-hitter Lana Wright and 6-0
outside hitter Stephanie Adian.
'Toe three new players are very
talented and have been playing the
sport for years," coach De Los
Santo!> said. "Not only in high
school, but they've played open
volleyball. They'll ·help, and they
blend in with the players already
here. It's also a very smart group.
Their ACT scores were 'way up
there."
The young team of 1989 leamed
lessons that will pay off in 1990.
"We 're trying to improve on past
records, get some wins in, and be
ready by the time conference comes
around," she said. "It's a hardworking group, but it takes time."
"People who expect us to be
awesome by Day One are wrong
- we just want to improve as we
go along and win some matches."
"Inexperience has been ourproblem forever. We've lost players
who decided to move off, quit
school, transfer out and a couple of
them got married. This time we'll
have some experience."
The coach knows she has a real
leader in Herrera, who has played
basketball and track at UT-PA.
'Toe fact that we had all underclassmen last year hurt, because
they made some mistakes because
they were so young," De Los Santos
said. "But they are a very intelligent group and very hard-working. Our setter are more experienced and they also understand the
philosophy and what they will have
to do this year."
"The players all seem enthusiastic about coming back. We've
been knocked considerably by the
media but we 're trying very hard.
First of all we've got to work on
things here before we can win."
The Lady Broncs figure to do
some winning this year. They
remember an epic 21-19 game
victory in a match they lost to
Arkansas State in five sets. They
also remember their lone conference victory, a five-set win over
Southwestern Louisiana. The
experience could swing more five•
game matches their way.

Children's
Day Out Program
First United Methodist
Church, Edinburg
Tuesdays and/or Thursdays
8:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Ages 6 mos.• 4 years

Contact church office 381·9806
or the director 381•8455 for reg-

istration information.

WEIGHT TRAINING

We will match other retailer's prices.
When you buy books from us, if you
t1nd the book at a lower price, bring
your book and receipt to us and
we will refund the difference.

NIKE AIR CROSS TRAINER
MENS OR WOMENS STYLES

HIND ANIMAL LYCRA SHORTS
BIKE ATHLETIC TIGHTS ALL COLORS
DP WEIGHTLIFTING GLOVES
GYM SHORTS-ALL COLORS
ATHLETIC T-SHIRTS-SOLID COLORS

64.99
19.99
19.99
12.99
3.99
3.99

AEROBICS
REEBOK 6000 WMNS AEROBIC SHOE 49.99
14.99
SOFTOUCH AEROBIC TIGHTS
MARIKA AEROBIC LEOTARDS
19.9._911(111111111!!111111111~

FOR REFUND
Present book and receipt at University Bookstore.
We will verify the price difference
3. Our competitor must have the book in stock.
1.
2.

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
4th & University Drive
381-2251

r
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Coaches hope strong Lady Bronc track recruiting class will continue winning ways
Eleven new Lady Broncs, all
from Texas, will try to keep alive
UT-PA's record of winning three
straight American South Conference cross country championships
while continuing a strong track

"All but three female athletes
who visited our university as high
school seniors, this past year,
signed with us," Erickson said.
"Once we got them to visit our
campus, and they met with us and
saw the university, they were able
to view the program up close and
realize the opportunity being pre-

and field tradition.
Doug r:.rickson, assistant coach
and rec1 Jiting coordinator for
coach .Kuu Harter, praised the
newcomers as potential champions.

B.9.lliu

sented to them."
"With the loss of many AllConference performers to graduation, we' re very fortunate to work
with so many state-level cross
country and distance runners during the rebui ld ing period,"
Erickson said.
"We will now have a strong

contingent of longer sprinters and
long-jumpers and triple-jumpers
to bolster our power events in
indoor and outdoor track and field.'
Seven newcomers hail from the
Valley. They are Tanya Castillo,
Billie Jo Castro (McAllen); Anthelma Vasquez, Maria de! Socorro-Cruz (Edinburg); Gloria

Hairstyling

Faltmt'&
!Ba'l.bE.'t ~hop

Casanova (La Joya); and Kathryn
Andrews (McAllen Memorial)_
The four from outside the Valley
are Christine Diaz (Agua Dulce);
Lori Garcia (Beeville); Dimitri
Pierce (Livingston); and Cathy
Tanner (Santa Fe).
Socorro-Cruz ran for Wichita
State University and Navajo JC in
· Arizona before returning to her
home, Edinburg, to complete her
final two years. She was a stateranked distance runner in high
school.
Vasquez ranked as one of the

Call 383-9012
for Appointment
Walk-ins atso Welcome

520 E. Unjyersjty
Edinburg. Texas

See Track page 8

LATE NIGHT BITES.

SAM SALDIVAR
INSURANCE AGENCY INC.
SAM SALDIVAR
President

South Dallas
BLACK AND WHITE NIGHT

2108 South Hwy. 281
Edinburg, Texas 78539
Bus.. (5 12) 383-1242
383-4312
Home: (51 2) 383-4328

IHSUIAHCI

"'
ALTERNATIVE MUSIC NIGHT

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES
HOME OFFICES _BLOOMING rDN. ILL/NOIS

• Now 18 to 20 year olds Welcome
On Tuesdays Only!

" Like a Good Neighbor, State Farm 1s There"

r················.................
•i

t
:

:
♦

t
t
♦

·1•

!

-

~ ~tER~~x~~y
~~~J~~~o~~~J~R
HARLINGEN, TX 78550

NO COVER ALL NIGHT!

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELING
ABORTION INFORMATION
POST ABORTION COUNSELING
ADOPTION REFERRALS SERVICE

FOR INFORMATION CALL
423-4355

24 HOUR HOT LINE CALL

: --------------------------------50¢ OFF ON ANY 6" SANDWICH
COUPON

!i
♦

i

l·-·······:-;1.a.?;!:::::!!...._ ....J

HOT &COLD

.50¢ BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT BEER
8:00 =-10:00 p_m.

CELEBRATING SOMETHING?

COUPON

EIB

SUBS & SALADS

WHEAT OR lrALIAN BREAD - SMAll OR REGULAR SAlAD

FORrWICETHEMEAT.JUSTSAY"SUPH" ADD
D COLD CUT COMBO {ham, salami,

bologna:~~:~·~··,

□ S~PIC~
=
Y l=TAL=IAN
= (g=en=oo:..c:so=/om='•=pe=pp=-ero=niJ,___

1.00

2.00

~

~

_22_9

_35_9

D BMT (ham, geno a so/omi, p epperoni. bologna)
2 69
3 79
0 SUBWAY C LUB (roosl bee( /urke~ horn/
2 B9
3 .99
□
=T~UN~
A ',s,
-'-=
TUN"-'A '_,s,.
::_ = T U N " ' - ' A _ _ _ _ _ _ _24_9 _3.5_9
□ =SEA.c_:FO
=
=
O:c:..o
D &.
:..::C=
RA:.::_
B _______
□ SEAFOOD&. LOBSfER

::J MEATBALL
::J STEAK I< C~ EESE

_33_9
3 59

_45_9
5 99

1 89
3 39

2 99
4 59

, , BBQ BEEF
249
399
=
~ ' - - -- - - - - - - - -

TI TURKEY BREAST

2 49

3 59

0 RO"-ST BEEF

~

~

==-:::H
"'-"
AM
:c.:..;i:<:...::
C=HE=
ES::_E_ _ _ _ _ _ _

229 359

Q VEGGIES &. C HEE SE

1 49

10:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
$1.50 BAR DRINKS
102 S. 2nd Streat
Edinburg, Taxas 78539
(Across from UT-Pan Am)
(512) 380-2625

We will decorate
& give you a
Bottle of Champagne
For FREE
• NO COVER AND SPECIAi DRINKS DO NOT APPLY TO 18 TO 20 YEAR OLDS.
PROPER I.D. REQUIRED AT ALL TIMES.

618 N. Tenth Streat
McAllen, Texas 78501
(512) 630-4376
(512) 630-4394

500 HACKBERRY - McALLEN, TEXAS
682-4133

2.59

Congratulations Winners!
Our 1st Anniversary Cash Award Winners!

1'

BE A WINNER ALL YEAR 'ROUND
* Art Supplies

* Lots of used Books
Competitive prices
Service with a Smile
* Good selection of supplies
* Greeting Cards and Balloons
*
*

Be a winner this Fall with South Texas Book & Supply
Get a ~ree Ball Point Pen with the purchase of $20 or more starting August 20.
Also Free Student Trail Packs just for coming to see us.
(While supplies last)

$20 GIFT CERTIFICATE WINNERS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Christi Quigley
Raul Morin
Ingrid C. Riggs
David C. Saenz
5. Amaro Tijerina

6_ Josie Rodriguez
7. Ana Gonzalez
8. Ellen P. Solis

13. Martha E. Flores

9. Irene Ramirez
10. Danny Duran

14. Larisa Cantu
15. Gabby Hernandez

11_ Karen Wood
12. Aracely Cantu

16. Wanda Akin
17. Luz Sanchez
18. Andy Chavez
19. Humberto Vela
20. Lupe Barrera

Behind Pizza Hut
at the corner of
University & Sugar

380-0 345

/
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-.•.· New faces and experienced veterans work
together to make lady cagers victorious
Thanks to five veterans plus
eight highly touted new players,
the UT-PA women's basketball
team looks capable of being the
best Lady Broncs in years.
Outgunned and struggling ever
since they joined the American
South Conference three years
ago, the Lady Broncs have averaged just one basketball victory
per season. They went 0-27 two
straight years, but broke a 56game losing streak to go 3-24 last
season.
Coach Tim Hicks now believes
his hard-working group of veterans, along with the Lady Broncs'
best basketball recruits ever, have
a chance to tum the comer and

gain a lot more victories.
He isn't making any predictions, but he points to sixjuniorcollege transfers with good basketball backgrounds, plus two
promising freshmen.
The five veterans have suffered - and have learned a lot
in the process. Veronica Guerra,
5-7 guard, and Anna Muniz, 510 forward, are the team's only
seniors. They have endured a 378 record in three seasons. The
other letter-earners are 5-4 Iris
Garza, 5-8 Julie Sanders and 60 Rhonda Carrington.
Carrington became the first
Lady Bronc to earn All-ASC in
basketball. She fully deserved

her spot on the second team last
season by averaging 17 .2 points
and 10.0 rebounds.
The newcomers show potential as well. The five juniorcollege transfers are 6-0 Alyya
Abdur-Rahman, 5-11 Bobbie
Brown, 5-10 Ana Carroll, 5-6
Monique Cook, 5-7 Jarelene
Martin and 6-0 Tina Sap.
Both freshmen, 5-7 Araceli
Rios and 5-6 Sonja Willcot,
proved they can compete, too.
So this Lady Bronc team figures to make some waves. They
could win theirfirstever American South Conference game this
season plus, with some
breaks, a bunch more.

1
54- 4 1
and you won't
have to wait
till spring to get
a reak.
.
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top400-meter runners in Texas, in
all divisions, her senior year at
Edinburg. She ran a 57.9. She
also long-jumps, triple jumps and
runs the 400- and 1600-meter relays.
Andrews, the top-ranked 100meter hurdlerin the Valley, shows
real potential as a 400-meter hurdler in college. She ran a 15 :06 in
the 100-meter hurdles at McAllen
Memorial High School.
Casanova ranked 10th in the state
in the discus throw, all divisions,
in 1989. She finished fourth in the
state for La Joya, aclass5A school.
She will also compete in the shot
put and javelin throw.
Three other redshirt freshmen,
besides Casanova, who will be
eligible the next three years are
Castillo, Castro and Portales.
Castillo ranked 10th in the state
in all divisions of the 400-meter in
1989. Also a triple jumper, who
jumped 36-5 at McAllen High,
she will run the 400- and 1600meter relays at UT-PA.
Castro is a prime candidate in
·he middle distances in track, and
ran strongly in the 400-, 800-, and
1600-mctcrs for McAllen in 1989.
She will also run cross country.
Portales posted good times in
the 800-, 1600- and 3200-metcrs
and became a state cross country
finalist for the Lady Bulldogs,
giving the Landy Broncs another
top young runner from McAllen.
Diaz qualified for state in Class
lA at Agua Dulce in her first year
running cross country. She also
ranked sixth state-wide in the 800meter, in which she was a state
finalist.
Pierce also became a state final- ·
ist in her first year of running cross
country. She ranked fiflh in the
state at Livingston in the 800-meter. She was also state ranked in
the 400 meters.
Garcia, a 1989 grad who was
ranked fifth in the class 4A 400meter for Beeville, attended Bee
County JC last season. She can
help in the 400- and 1600-metcr
relays.
Tanner qualified for state in both
the 1600- and 3200-meter at Santa
Fe, a 4A school. She earned AllState honors in cross country and
ranked in the top 10 in both distance races.

When you party
remember to ...

Don't get wrecked. If vou're not
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There's nothing like a call to keep in touch with people
you really care about. But there's nothing like a lot of long
distance calls to cut into a student's budget. Which is why
A1&T has a whole program of products and services called

the Student Saver Plus programs that are right for you, call us at
1 800 654-0471 Ext. 1232. And get a break any time of the year

Al&T. Helping make college life a little easier.

Al&T Student Saver Pl.us.
It includes the Al&T Reach Out® America Pla.n, which

gives you savings 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Rx example, you11 get 25% off our already low evening prices~ You'll
even save when you call during the daytime.
To enroll in Al&TReach Outi, America or to learn about
•Disroum applies to out-of-state calls direc1-dialed 5 10 pm, Sunday- Friday
This service may not be available in residence halls on your campus.
~
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AT&T

The right choice.
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TANNOW
TAN FAST
State of the Art Equipment

TAN EXPRESS. INC.
THE COURTYARD
5401 North Tenth
Suite 103
McAllen, TX 78504

TELEPHONE (512) 631-1191
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New computer system speeds registration

By MON-IC
_A_M
_ A_R_T_I_N_E_Z____ Staff Writer

Sincefewproblemsthatdevelopedthistime,
arena registration likely will be cut back to its
normal two days, he said.
·
One_smallproblemwasthattheclassificauon
rccotds had not been transferred into the new
system, Morris said.
"If (students) are underclassmen, in 99
percent ofthecasesthenitsgoingtoshowthat
they are an entering freshman because they
don't have any hours in the system," Morris
said. ''That will probably be taken care of by
the middle of next week."
The only thing showing classifications so
far is class rolls, but this should not be a
problem next semester, Morris said.
Some students and workers said SIS is an
effective system.
"I think registration this time around was a
lot better... as far as the arena ... it's real slow,
real calm," Eduardo Ramirez, a senior and a
registration worker, said.
Jeff Merold, also a senior, agrees.

Beginning freshman Krystal Lee Ybarra of
Edinburg said the system came as a surprise to
her.
"Its
• coo,1 not what I expected ," she sru'd .
Morris said more changes in the system are
slated for the system.
By next fall, a degree audit system and
voice response will be implemented. The
degree audit will be able to update degree
plans on demand; or if the major is changed, it
will provide the student with a new degree
plan, Morris said.
With another change, SIS will check the
transcript for prerequisites when students
register by phone. SIS will block registration
in specific courses if the student lacks the
prerequisites, Morris said.
After the changes, the voice response will
register students by phone and the bill will be
mailed to their homes.
With spring registration scheduled to begin
in October, Morris said students should register

To the relief of students and the
administration, lines for arena registration
this semester were much shorter following the
implementation of a new computer system
last spring, said Bill Morris, assistant to the
vice president for academic affairs.
The Student Information System (SIS)
computer system was used for the first time
last March for early fall registration, during
which 8,700 registered.
Ofthese, 7,400 paid by the Aug. 2 deadline,
said David Zuniga, registrar for UT-Pan Am.
Only5,333morestudentsregisteredlastweek.
A final tally will not be available until after
the twelfth class day, he said.
Overall, the new system worked smoothly
with no problems, said Morris, who helped
implement the system.
The number of days for arena registration
THE PAN AMr11c.-N/Monlca Martinez
nd
had been exte ed to allow time to correct any
"I think its more efficient than last year's early to avoid any potential problems during Students wait patiently for late registration and to drop and add classes.
problems thatmightsurfacein the new system, (registration)," said Jeff Merold, a senior.
arena registration in January.
.Morris said.

National student loan programs in jeopardy
By JOE VASQUEZ
Writer
The nation's largest guarantor
of student loans, the Higher
Education Assistance Foundation
(HEAF), is facing a financial crisis
which could imperil the
nationwide student loan program
as early as next year.
"I am concerned that a national
guarantor, St;Ch as HEAF, is
having problems," said Arnold
Trejo, Financial Aid Director for
UT-PA, "because ultimately it
affects the integrity of the program
throughout the nation."

Last July, the U.S. Department of
According to Trejo, an additional
Education, which oversees most
problem created by HEAF's
federal college programs, was told
financial crisis is the repercussions
by the loan agency's executives
it will have, not only on students
that HEAF did not have enough
and banks, but also on regulations
money to reimburse their lender
aimed primarily at government
banks for student loan defaults.
student loan programs.
It is feared that if the banks lose
''Too much regulation might force
confidence in the ability of
lenders out of loaning," he said.
guarantee agencies to repay their
Trejo added that the 3500 UT-PA
loans, they could simply stop
students who receive loan proceeds
making
loans
to
these
should escape the brunt of national
organizations.
guarantor crisis.
In order to rescue the floundering
Trejo expects "no drastic impact
organization,
the
federal
on our students primarily because
Mr. Arnold Trejo
government's Student Loan HEAF $200 million to keep the the guarantee agency that local
Marketing Association will loan agency afloat.
students use is the Texas

""···<'>~~~~

Government Student Loan
Corporation (fGSLC)."
He explained the significance of
over 95 percent of the students at
this university using this state's
guarantee agency.
"TGSL has concentrated their
busine~s in the state ofTexas. They
have no aspirations to being a
nationwide guarantor. The problem
with HEAF was that a large amount
of their loans were in the trade
school area," he said.
HEAP landed itself in this
financial crisis by guaranteeing too
many loans that couldn't be
collected from students.

As a guarantor, it is obligated to
pay the lender bank the amount
defaulted on by the student.
This resulted in the agency paying
out more money to banks than it
could collect from students or the
federal government for the service
it provides.
According to Trejo, the default
rate at UT-PA stands at 12 percent
"We are certainly not proud of our
default rate, but, considering we're
located in the lowest per capita
income county in Texas, if not the
nation... I think we 're doing well,"
Trejo said, "the key is keeping in
contact with your lender."

Nevarez looks to the future
By LETICIA CAV Azoc;
Staff Writer
Facing a decade of challenge and
opportunity, UTPA will continue
to serve the people of the Valley
and keep open admissions until a
viable alternative is found for the
students who would be turned
away, President Miguel Nevarez
told faculty and staff last week.
Addressing approximately 500
employees, Nevarez said UTPA,
which is the fastest growing university in the state, can expect to
double its enrollment in 10 years.
This means increasing the number
of classrooms, professors and programs, he said.
Furthermore, if minority enrollment increases as experts believe,

enrollment could hit 36,000 by the
year 2005, Nev~rez said.
To meet these needs, Nev~rez
challenged the faculty to be active
in creative and scholarly work and
to think about how each department can contribute to the improvement of the university.
"We need to think ahead individually and collectively," he said.
"We need to plan strategically as
departments and as a university."
Nevarez added that the expansion and improvement of the curriculum must continue to be a main
priority, "second only to the attention we give to teaching itself."
In addition, Nev.1rez plans to
"appoint a committee of faculty
and administrators to look at the
procedures for hearing disciplin-

ary cases" and to consult with the

Faculty Senate's executive committee to draft a code of ethical
conduct that meets the values and
standards ofthe academic community.
These measures have ·resulted
from the inability of the administration and faculty to reach an
agreement on the Lee/Ellard case
now pending on The University of
Texas System Board of Regents.
He has also formed a strategic
planning committee to draft a revised mission statement for the
university.
In his address, Nev~rez also told
the faculty and staff there has been
a high turnover of employees be-

See Nevarez Page 1o

Socio lOi:Y on upswin2

New markets emerging for sociologists

THE

PAN AMEIICAN/Joel Martinez

Road workers laying hot mix - Road constuction on 4th Street, a frequently used college
commuter route, is expected to be completed this week.

By PHILLIP LOZANO
Entertainment Editor
There are "tremendous possibilities"
in the field of sociology despite the
misconception that the field does not
offer many career opportunities, said
Dr. Elena Bastida, a member of the
sociology department. .
Sociologists have a skill that is very
marketable since many businesses
require the infonnation gathering and
processing abilities of qualified
sociologists, she said.
Bastida said that by 1995, the dire
need for sociologists,particularly
Hispanics with Ph.D.s, will increase
300%. Contrary to hiring trends in the
80's, there will be a high demand for
Ph.D.s of all types, she said, since
most of those who received Ph.D.s in

the late 60's and 70's will be retiring.
"Texas should be especially
concerned about the shortage," she
said, because Texas is second only to
California as largest employer of
Ph.D.s in the U.S.
Into the 90's and into the 21st
century, demand for sociology Ph.D.s
will be great enough to merit high
salaries, special privileges and benefits,
such as free day ~are for mothers,
Bastida said.
Last fall, for instance, there were
two temporary positions in Sociology
available at UT-PA, she said.Only five
persons applied and of those five only
two had doctorates in sociology, she
said.
Bastida said there is a great demand
nationwide for qualified sociologists
of all degree levels. Specific areas of

specialization - range
from
philosophical, such as studying the
nature of society, to practical, such as
gathering and processing demographic
data.
Other areas include market analysis,
population growth, health and aging,
the feminization of poverty, criminal
and deviant behavior, she said.
Qualified sociologists are in demand
by education, industry and the Federal
Government to work in these areas
and other areas, said Bastida.
Sociology majors can profitably
"channel their knowledge" to many
different areas. "I've always been
able to have a job," Bastida said.
There is money available for
students in many areas, including the

See Sociology Page 1O
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he United States is poised for war against another economic
enemy, but before we rush into another conflict we need to
examine what it is we intend to kill and die for.
Throughout our history when an enemy has threatened us or
our allies, our battle cry has been "freedom" or "democracy." Recently,
this cry has been conspicously missing. What seems to be at stake
during the "Persian Gulf Crisis" is higher gas prices and a higher
inflation rate, certainly not a noble cause for which to kill or die.
Actually, the economic reasons used to justify our going to war are
weak at best. After the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, oil prices shot up in
this country for reasons of greed. Oil companies took advantage of the
crisis to make a buck. Any immediate difficulties in the economy find
their source in the actions of the oil companies. Fortunately, OPEC
has decided to increase their oil output. Increased output by OPEC
nations will help ch~ck the immediate rise of inflation.
The economic sanctions the UN has placed on Iraq will undoubtedly
take continued world support and a lot of time to have an effect.
Everyone will have to suffer for a while. Inflation may continue if oil
prices elevate. However, economists tell us gas prices are still near at
15 year low. Gasoline prices will have to reach $1.98 in real dollars to
match 1980 gas prices. We are far from a national economic crisis.
The real sufferers in this nation are the farmers. Texas farmers alone
stand to lose $238 nulhomiliiii.s;,~:ne\v1matkets are found for wheat and

Present!·
'6Wir'·': ,,,.,:.., ·st, there seem to.tii.::'ftfw voices of
peace and c~li~i1,p,;,;;:::::it't',:; we appear to have ~ ,i~ation of hawks.
The media sh6UldJ:ec.eive as much blame.,:fi:bUHs phenomenon as the
administration.
buildup and made
the problem into black ancPWhiti'l'fafie~ffure rather than become the
critical voice of reason.
Should we be so anxious to bury our Vietnam memories under new
battlefields?
Rather than find solutions in wartime heroics and reckless patriotism,
we should continue waiting patiently for the economic sanctions to
take effect. Iraq is not an island unto itself, nor is it self-sufficient. If
no one purchases its exports, Iraq will be forced to swallow its baseless
pride.
Traditionally, Americans have claimed to value human life above all
things; now the time has come for a demonstration. Surely if we value
human life we will seek other means to solve our problems. War has
never led to a final, peaceful solution; only bitter feelings, more wars
and intense human suffering.
The horror of a war with Iraq is not apparent to us now, but when we
receive news that our sons, daughters or spouses have been killed how
greatly will w~ have wished for patience. Perhaps, then we will ask:
What kind of country are we to sacrifice our children for a few cents at
the pump?

Th~3/ilJ1lii~PJWUf#.1ffi~::j tt~

-James Van Tolar

The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest
columns. They must be signed and include the writer's hometown and classification at UT-PA. An address and phone number should be included for verification.
Letters should be fewer than 250 words and guest columns no more than 800
words. Letters and guest columns will be edited for length, libel, grammar and
punctuation, but writer's meaning or opinion will not be changed. Guest columns
will be run a space pennits. Letters can be brought to Emilia Ramirez Hall, Room
100 or mailed to The Pan American at 1201 University Drive, EH 100, Edinburg,
TX 78539.

Bush backs bogus build-up
s if you didn't know, the
subject that has been on
everyone's lips as of late has
been, as CNN puts it, ''The
Crisis in the Gulf." Every newspaper,
newsmagazine ornewscast, whether local
or national, has had something to say
about it every single day since the Iraqi
invasion of Kuwait earlier this month.
The smell of oil is attracting the dogs of
war to the Middle East, and everyone is
tuningintotheev~ningnewstoseewhat's
going down. Right now, the Crisis is
more talked about than ''Twin Peaks."

A

It's only natural, isn't it? People like to
know if they're going to be involved in a
war. Besides, the networks are still in
summer re-runs, and a single hourof''The
Crisis in the Gulf' contains far more
sensational plot twists than even the most
lurid daytime soap opera. Imagine, the
Soviets agreeing with us on the economic
embargo! The Iranians, too! Even the
French are acting like allies for a change.
The President knows this, and he keeps
the news media updated constantly. At
long last, a real military crisis to test the
mettle of the Bush Administration. A
chance for George to "get tough" and
eliminate any remaining trace of the
"wimp factor." A chance to make the
public forget about the domestic issues
that have not been acted on. A chance to
go fishin'.
Does the President really want a new
war? The American people seem to be
ripe for one, hungry for a chance to prove
their war-winning capabilities, despite the
efforts of the ubiquitous Rambo-types in
pop culture who tried to convince us that

Conversation
Piece

Phillip Lozano
,

we didn't really lose the last one. The
United States hasn't won a straight-out,
stand-up military conflict since, gosh darn
it, WW II. Korea was a stalemate, and
Vietnam was a disaster. Panama was
more of a raid, and not entirely successful
at that (tales are told of Airborne Rangers
and Navy SEALS killing each other,
berserk troops slaughtering civilians, etc.).
Grenada? Get serious.
After years of Vietnam angst and the
attendant political revisionism ("a noble
cause," said the Gipper), the people are
ready for a Crusade. Reagan tried various
ploys to get the national blood pumping,
including beating up on foes in Latin
America, some of whom were only two
days away from Harlingen, Texas. He
gamely promised that we would prevail
against the "evil empire," but then we
found out that the Soviets weren't such
bad guys after all. Bush, on the other
hand, tried to get us riled up over the
"Drug War," but that effort seems to have
been drowned in a backwash of rnetoric.
Partisan politics just aren't exciting
enough to get worked up about, and many
high-profile domestic issues are either
too subjective (obscenity, flag burning)
or too volatile (abortion, racism) to make
a good rallying point. What we needed
was a out-and-out Enemy to blame our
troubles on and distract us from our own
shortcomings.

And so now we have one. That zany
Saddam Hussein, the swarthy middleeastern "madman." Finally, a clear-cut
battle against "evil." For the first time in
his tenn as president, George Bush seems
to have a mandate from the American
people. Get Saddam. Smash Iraq. The
Vietnam syndrome is no longer a
problem, say media sages. We are no
longer afraid to get involved in a
prolonged conflict in a foreign land
against a strange and alien opponent.
And against what odds? Iraqi forces
are comprised of approximately
1,000,000 ground troops, battlehardened after nearly a decade of war
with Iran. We currently have a goal of
putting about 250,000 troops in Saudi
Arabia, supposedly enough for a
defensive force with "offensive"
capabilities. Yes, a quarter-million of
our All-American "professional
soldiers," some of whom are vets of
Panama and Grenada. True, we have
better logistics capabilities and more
advanced technology, but the Iraqis
will be fighting on their home turf.
American volunteers receive a few scant
hours of desert training each year. Yet,
the American people seem to be
convinced that we will easily prevail,
quickly and fairly painlessly.
It will be interesting to see if we still
feel that way when the body bags start
coming home. George Bush spoke of
how those in the future will look back on
the choices we make during this crisis.
Let's hope that future historians will not
speak painfully of the tragic Iraq War
and the debilitating Gulf Syndrome.

Let's wage war on time

·M·a

never has enough time.
she works two jobs, has
overwhelming
classes,
omework,
intramural,
carpool and is just surviving. She hasn't
had time to call friends or make new ones.
No time.
Margaret is a computer major. She's
trying to learn a new computer language
which is different from her high school
computers. She's working late at night at
the lab.

Ramiro schedules every hour to carry
18 credit hours. He works out at 7 a.m.,
attends class from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., runs to
his apanment for a bit, then works until
closing at the library. On weekends he
schedules family time, works a part-time
job on Saturdays and has a night out. If he
keeps on schedule, he will make it, but

Guest Column

David Dfaz
after he falls asleep with the Lettennan
show.
Maria, Margaret and Ramiro are not
alone. As a first-year student, you are
required to balance the time demands that
family, friends, clubs, schoolwork and
roommates place upon your day. College
students engage in wars of time, seeming
always to battle the clock to mark,
organize, re-organize, and save time. Tick,
tock.
Especially in your first year, you will
fight the time pressure of all the
opportunities to learn, play, work, serve,
study. Oncampustherearepeoplerunning
to classes, to their carpool, to their jobs,
to get a snack (a real meal is out of the

question because there is no time).
Even though we are desperately seeking
to manage time, it seems to control or
elude us.
There never see:ns to be enough time.
What time we do have is chopped into
tiny parts, and each is filled with
commitments and plans. We have our
evenings spoken for, our tomorrows are
booked. We don't have time to spare.
We're alwaysinahurry, yettechnology
has supposedly helped us to save time.
If the center of our time is the clock, our
efforts at filling or freeing time, like the
efforts of Maria, Margaret and Ramiro,
will be useless and we'll be salves of
time.
However, if we name and claim all
time as holy, and as wholly ours, then

See Time Page 3
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l our lives will be fuller and our
i schedules freer!
'
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Naming time as Holy:
There are not two kinds of time,
sacred and seculartime. We don't
move back and forth between the
two. What we have is the time of
our lives. Every moment is apart
-holy.
When you are at yourmosthectic
moment, remember: All tim·e is
holy. All the days of our lives are
holy. Play time, work time, study
time, worship time, thinking time,
rest time all become part of God's
time.
If all time is a sacred gift, then
our days reflect our response to
that irreplaceable, precious gift
This means that if we look at our
schedule, we can see what we value
by how we invest our time.
Whether we admit it or not, we
value the things for which we make
time. Naming all time as holy
means becoming aware and
attentive to the choices we are
already making.

Do the following: Keep a log of
your activities for a day, or for a
whole week. At the end of the
time, look back and identify which
values are expressed in your use of
time. Then answer these questions:
What took too much of your time?
What took too little of your time?
Did you notice a pattern? What
things could you have said no to in
the period? How much time
nurtured your spirit? Your body?
At what times did you feel
powerless? Powerful? Which
activity was the best use of your
time?
Today choose one small
something that expresses what you
value most. Write just one letter,
make one call, see, speak out, take
one risk, reach out in one way that
simply puts your body, yourmind,
your spirit, your calendar in
harmony with the claims of beauty,
justice and human and spiritual
values you care about most And
enjoy the time it takes!
Claiming Time:

Claim time to take care of your
whole self. No one else can do it
for you. Here are some easy ways
to win the war of time:
Schedule yourself regular hours
and days. Write it down on your
calendar without deciding ahead
of time what to do. Be free, be
creative ...take it easy.
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who could use a call. Take a nap.
Laugh. Pray. Enjoy some flower~.
Learn to just say no to activities
that exhaust you without any
benefit. Make painful decisions that
you will celebrate later. Before you
say yes or no, make a conscious
choice.
Ask: Is this the best thing to do
right now? Is the time right? What
is the hidden time commitment?
What is the cost?
Remember the Sabbath - a day
for reflection, celebration, rest,
and re-creation- a time for entering
the holy place inside of you. Even
God took a day off. Scripture calls
us to one day of rest each week.
Remember, this is the time of
your life. Remember:
The time you have is enough.

at Diez y seis celebration

Pan American's annual Diez y
Seis celebration, which will focus
on
the
Tejano-Hispanic
contribution to the Mexican
Independence of 1810, is on Sept.
13, from 10:30 a.m. to noon in the
Media - Theatre Auditorium.

Schedule friendship by blocking
out a regular time for calls, dates,
letter writing or hanging out. Of
course, hanging out at the Campus
Ministry Center provides great
possibilities to meet people.
Renew yourself ... with time.
When you finish a term paper or a
project, take time to celebrate,
exercise, sleep, play. You'll gain
time, even during finals, when you
intentionally claim it!
Take a few "10-minute
The time you have is a gift.
vacations" every day. Make a list
ofenergizing, renewing things that
The time you have is holy.
Dr Felix Almaraz
you can do in 10 minutes or less:
Dr. Felix D. Almarez, Jr.,
Listen to a song. Take a nice walk.
Name and claim the time you
of History at UTSA and
Professor
Call vourbestfriend. Call someone need.
former UTPA professor, will
discuss 'The contributionofNuevo
Santander to the Mexican
Independence ofTexas," explained

Have you had problems during registration?

Dr. Lino Garcia, Jr., directorofthe
Center forLatin-AmericanStudies
and chairman of the department of
modem languages and literatures.
Almarez, who received his Ph.D.
from the University of New
Mexico, is the author of several
books including: "A Tragic
Cavelier:
Govenor Manuel
Salcedo of Texas-1808-1813,"
"Crossroads of Empire-State on
Rio Grande Frontier of Coahuila
and Texas," and 'TheSanAntonio
Missions and Their System ofLand
Tenure." Almarez has authored
more than 25 articles in leading
journals of history. His most
current work is a biography on Dr.
Carlos E. Castaneda.
Dr. Jose Hinojosa, chairman of
the department of political science
will give the Grito de
lndependencia. Dr. Rodolfo Rocha
will introduce the main speaker
and Dr. Garcia will serve as Master
of Ceremonies. Music will be
provided by the UTPA Mariachi
Estudiantil under the direction of
Dr. Dahlia Guerra.

UC to write funding proposal

Hortencia Vallesteros
freshman
No. "Itisjusttheusual
thing: Drop and add,
the long lines and all
that."

{:: ~hrt;··ochoi .

Ben Vega
sophomore

Anthony Shelby

senior

}1t acfr~~j:l:iI
6aa · )tp;!:fot:

a

1
Yes.
s
Yes. "It talces long
No. "The lines are long,
.
they
o~e
time and there are a lot
but I guess everything
drops and anot6eEfor . of lines.,,
is okay."
adds, it would)s~eq t
things up."

f'
senior
.... Yes. ".:.with ~ops
: and adds, the lilies are
so extremely long; it's
ridiculous.''

The University Centertaskforce,
in charge of writing a proposal for
the renovation and possible
expansion of the_UC building to
submit to the The UT System Board
of Regents, will meet Tuesday at 4
p.m. in UC 306. Students, faculty
and staff are encouraged to attend
these meetings. Throughout the
next couple of months, committee
members will work on the funding,
program planning and the services
which the UC will offer.

and Student Government
Association (SGA) adviser;
Santiago Villanueva, assistant dean
of students and housing director;
Tom Flanders, director of auxiliary
services; Sandy Rodriguez,
University Program Board (UPB)
director; Norma Corona, UPB
president; Albert Guerrero and
Carlos Berlanga, SGA president
and vice president, Olivia
Chaparro-Loya, residence halls
representative; and Leticia
Cavazos, Student Publications
Committee members are Judy representative.
Vinson, dean of students; Elvie For more infonnation, contact
Davis, assistant dean of students; Vinson at 381-2147.

CHOOSE THE APARTMENT
COMMUNITY THAT OFFERS SO
MUCH MORE •••

*L~«l'tPa.f "~ alfl3
Jul"""".,,,
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Stock No.PR 9006

$5,990

'

990
w/ ale

Stock No.EC 9107

1.8 literEFI
5 spd. man. trans.
Powersteering
Full wheelcovers

PAYNE MITSUBISHI USED CARS

*2 iff,l/i1K1Ki1(j;ook
Te,l(l(t:r eoal"tf

1990 MIRAGE -14 to choose from

*8eo.at;foff,

1990 GALANT-20 to choose from

*
•rQIK1~ o.l(Iala&

.

1991 Eclipse

4 dr, NC, A/T,AM/FM CASS.
P/S, P/8 Factory Warranty

$8,990

$189.00** ~ ........~
Month

4 dr, Auto NC, NT, AM/FM CASS.

Tilt, Factory Warranty

fal(kea;el

*Cftl.re ttJ .re/4ook/,l/O.fi to tlTPII

*Co.io.lfO. f,(//t/4 bQ.l'-J-,ae
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*Coal"tec1 .reea/"1~

$10,990
1990 MONTERO -Only 2 left
4 WO, Auto., NC, AM/FM Cass.,

Loaded, Factory Warranty

$14,990

$337.55**
Month

**60 Monthly Payments w/$1,000 Dwpm@11.9o/o APR Prices exclude TT&L
Artwork for illustrations purposes only.

'84 Mercury C8pr1 - Super Clean----------------$2,990.00
'87 Chev Nova Auto, A/C, AM/FM-------------$4,490.00
'88 Dodge Colt - 5 Speed, A / C - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $3,790.00
'86 Isuzu I - Mark 4 dr - 5 speed, A/C - - - - - - - - - $3,990.00
'84 Ford LTD Crown Victoria - Auto, A / C - - - - - - - - - $3,990.00
'87 Nissan Pickup 5 speed, A/C AM/FM cass------------- $4,990.00
'87 Ford Taurus LS - Fully Loaded---- - - - - --$5,990.00

Service Contracts &
financing available

GREAT NEW MANAGEMENT

~

EL BOSQUE

DEALER GROUP
· ON· THE EXPRESSWAY• WESLACO
Contact:

16()91/tff~tlr'tllvlOR E!}//v8tl.f(', TlXI!~

512-383-83'32 *512-J/J.3-6162

7M39

Lower Valley

Gilbert Longoria
Reno Alfaro

Morris Garza
Frank Vasquez

Mitsubishi Hotline

Betty Garcia
Manager
Upper Valley

383-4915_
423-7328
969-2828
------- --- ___________________________. L------------==;__
________________
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Texas blues legend dies
By PHILLIP LOZANO
Entertainment Editor
Beloved Texas blues guitarist
StevieRayVaughnwaskilledearly
Monday morning in a helicopter
crash along with several members
of Eric Clapton's entourage.
According to Associated Press
and United Press International
reports, the helicopter carrying
Vaughn, 35, and Clapton's people
crashed into a ski hill at Alpine
Valley, a ski resort and
amphitheater six miles southwest
of East Troy, Wisconsin. The area
was shrouded in heavy fog,
authorities said.
Vaughn, a popularlive act known
for his blistering blues style, had
shared the bill with fellow
bluesmen Clapton, Robert Cray,
Buddy Guy.and Vaughn'sbrother
Jimmie at a concert there Sunday
evening. Guy said it was "the most
incredible set I've ever heard
(Vaughn) play. He was one of the
greatest people you'd ever want to
meet."
Vaughn spokesman Charles
Comer said that Vaughn had taken
a seat on the helicopter at the last
minute.
Local fans were devastated.
Senior Jason Gray, drummer for
the local blues band The Plan,
summed up the reaction. "It's
tragic," said Gray.
Avrel Scale, loc.il bluesman also
with The Plan, said that the accident
was "iro:iic" after Vaughn had
"come back from the brink of a
(Jimi) Hendrix-style death." The
guitarist had recently cleaned up
:\ft~rdrug problems. "Maybe he's
up there, trading licks with
Hendrix," Seale said.
Scale met Vaughn in 1987 after
an Austin concert. "He was a nice
guy," Seale said.
Musicland and Camelot Music

The Pan American/Michael Huerta

Stevie Ray Vaughn jams during a South Padre Island spring break concert in 1987.
step Alcoholics Anonymous
program that Vaughn had
completed.
Vaughn also recorded with David
Bowie on the multiplatinum 1983
album, Let's Dance . Vaughn's
long-awaited collaboration with
A Valleyfavorite, Vaughn played brother Jimmie will be released
the local area several times in the September 25th. The album is
past few years. The last local titled Family Style.
performance was in March, 1987
at Padre Isla.'ld during Spring Break During his career he collected
two Grammy Awards, one in 1984
festivities.
The Texas-born blues great for the song "Couldn't Stand The
recorded five albums with his band, Weather," and one last year for In
Double Trouble. These were Texas Step.
Flood (1983), Couldn't Stand The The crash occurred at 12:35 a.m.
Weather (1984), Soul To Soul shortly after departing from the
(1985), Live Alive (1986), and the theater. The craft was headed for
mostrecentrelease,/nStep (1989). Midway Airport at Chicago.
The title of the last refers to the 12- The craft was reported missing at
employees reported boosted sales
of Vaughn albums. The run was
great enough to demand re-orders
within a few hours after the news
filtered through the local area, they
said.

Financial aid deadline nears
Tuesday is the deadline to apply for financial aid
for the spring semester. The completed Financial Aid
Form is due at the Financial Aid Office, Student
Services Building, Room 186.
Students are asked to comply with the deadline to
ensure that their financial aid packages will be ready
before payments of tuition and fees are due in January.
Those students who have not yet picked up the F AF
can get one in the Financial Aid Office. For more
information call the Student Financial Aid Office at
381-2501.

HEP accepting applications
The High School Equivalency Program (HEP) is
accepting applications for classes beginning Sept 10.
Prospective students should call Noemi Cavazos at
381-2521 for an appointment.
Day classes will begin Sept 10 and night classes Oct
3. The day classes are held from 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday, and night classes from
6:30 to 9:30 p.m. Monday through Thursday at
Edcouch-Elsa and La Joya high schools.
The program accepts migrant or seasonal
farmworkers who have dropped out of school and
who are legal U.S. residents. If the applicant or
anyone else in the household has done farm-related
work for at least 75 days in the past two years, he or
she may qualify for the program.

Diesiseis celebration set
The Center for Latin-American Studies will hold
the Dieciseis de Septiembre celebration Thursday
Sept 13, during activity period in the Media Theater
of the Learning Resource Center.
The guest speaker will be Dr. Felix Almaraz,
professor of history at UT San Antonio. He is the
author of four books on the people and history of
Texas.
Music will be presented by the UTPA mariachi
group, Mariachi Estudiantina, directed by Dahlia
Guerra, instructor of music.

to be performed Oct. 10 to 14. There are roles
available for six women in the play, to be directed by
Doug Cummins. Auditions will be held in CAS 107
at 7:00 pm, but appointments r.mst be made through ,
the Communications office prior to the auditioning.
The audition is open to all UTPA students. No
special advance preparation is needed. Dance
sequences will be taught at the audition.
For more information, call the office at 381-3583.

The School of Business Administration is signing
up students for a Graduate Management Aptitude
Test (GMAT) preparation course. The deadline to
sign up for the course is noon Sept. 21.
The fee for the course is $50 per person. Registrants
should send name, social security number, address,
phone number along with the payment for the course
to UTP A, School of Business Administration,
Edinburg, TX 78539, ATTN: Dr. Vern Vincent,
MBA Director.
The course will cover basic mathematics and
language skills needed for the GMAT.
A free sample test of the GMATwill be administered
8:30 to 12:30 p.m. in the Business Administration
Building, Room 118. Students should call 381-3311
before noon Sept. 14 to register for the sample test.

Dance Ensemble to hold audition
The UTPA Dance Ensemble will hold an audition
for prospective new members Wednesday, Sept. 5 at
6:30 p.m. in the HPER II Building, Room 133.
After the audition, students who place into the
group will be allowed to register for two semester
hours credit each semester they participate in the
dance group.
For more information about the dance group or
auditions call ensemble director Laura Grabowski at
381-2312 or 381-3501.

Pianist slated Sept. 9

Cops armed,
not dangerous,
Salazar says
By PANFILO GARCIA
Managing Editor
The UT-Pan American Police
Department has issued firearms
to the department's officers, but
the move is to give the campus
community added protection and
will not become a problem or
hazard, said University Police
Chief Greg Salazar.
"Its just for protection - to
protect the third party or (the
officer," Salazar said. "We 're not
going to shoot out tires from
parking violators."
The officers began carrying the
pistols immediately after the
department was certified by the
UT system to carry firearms on
August 4, he said.
Salazar said the addition of the
.38 caliber military-style pistols
will enhance the department's
ability to deter crime on campus.
"Weshouldbeamoreproficient
and professional department," he
said.
In order for any peace officer to
be certified to carry a firearm he
or she must have a minimum of
240 hours of training at a police
academy, Salazar said.
In addition to the academy
training, The UT System
mandates 15 weeks of training at
an internal academy conducted
by The UT System Police
Department in Austin.
"Any officer hired by us would
attend training, even if they are
already licensed," Salazar said.
Salazar said he felt there was a
need for officers on campus to
have a weapon available should

a situation merit the necessity of
a weapon.
Incidents occurring on campus
during the past few years might
have been better resolved if the
officer had been armed, Salazar
said.
For example, Salazar said, a
night shift officer was
investigating a suspect who was
found to have a crowbar.
The subject rushed toward the
officer with the weapon, leaving
theofficerno option, Salazar said.
"All he could do was back up
and call the city PD," he said.
Salazar said there have been
other incidents on campus in
which officers discovered
suspects with weapons.
The pistols would only be used
asalastresortand"onlytoprotect
someone from serious injury,"
Salazar said. "We try to negotiate
the circumstance."
There have not been any
incidents thus far in which campus
police officers have had to
brandish the pistols, Salazar said.
"Aweaponismoreofadeterrent
than anything else," he said.
Sal22arsaid that prior to August
4, UT-PanAmericanwastheonly
schoolinThe UT System without
armed officers.
Salazar said he hopes the
campus
population
will
understand what he terms "a
necessity" for the officers'
equipment.
"Hopefully, the community
understands that this is for their
protection and for us to provide
the protection they need," Salazar
said.

Do the WRITE
thing I

GMAT prep course offered

Pianist Dr. John Paul will appear Sunday, Sept. 9 at
3 p.m. at the Fine Arts Auditorium as part of the
Music Department's Visiting Artist Series.
Paul was voted Teacher of the Year by the Texas
Music Teacher's Association in 1981. In 1985 he was
Tonight is the last chance to audition for the awarded the Master Teacher in Piano award by the
University Theatre's production of Steel Magnolias, Music Teachers National Association.

Auditions for play end tonight

5 a.m. and the wreckage was
discovered at 7 a.m. The National
Transportation Safety Board said
that the Jet Ranger helicopter flew
into the side of a 388 foot ski hill.
Witnesses in Alpine Valley said
that there was dense fog after the
show.
Officials said that the pilot had
been involved in two previous
crashes.
Vaughn died of massive internal
::.i.1d head injuries, officials said.
Tcxicology test results will be
availiable in several days.
Vaughn's body was returned to
his hometown of Austin, Texas on
Monday evening. A public
graveside service will be held
tomorrow at noon at Laurel Land
Funeral Home in Dallas.
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The Pan American is looking for the right people to train
for paid staff positions. If you have the desire to be a
writer, reporter or photographer come to Emilia
Schunior Ramirez Hall, Room 100.
You'll be glad you did!
See Bob. This is what I
wrote for The Pan

American.

Golly Judy!' You must
feel real special.
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:s ummer workshop successful
By PHILLIP LOZANO
Entertainment Editor
The latest feature production of
the award- winning Summer
Television Workshop is titled
BetweenLoveArui Murder, and the
production process was the
smoothest yet, said Dr. Jack
Stanley, who heads up the
Communications Department and
directed this summer's effort.
Stanley also wrote the script,
which attempts to evoke the feel of
a nineteen-thirties 'murderm ystery.
The idea was to do something along
the lines of the film series The Thin
Man., he said. "The main character
is a novelist named Dalton Glass
(portrayed by Chavez Ransom),
who writes about a mystery
character named Richard Dick,"
said Stanley. As Dalton writes his

mystery novels, the image changes
to a sepia-tinted scene that depicts
the adventures of the fictional
character (played by Mark
Hudson). This fantasy action
parallels the "real" events in the
life of the author, who gets involved
in a murder mystery as well, said
Stanley. He describes it as a drama
with comic elements. "It's a lot
more serious than The Virgin
Casanova, whichwedidlastyear,"
he said.
This summer's shooting involved
a lot of colorful Valley locations.
"We shot almost a week down on
Padre Island this time, and three
days on the La Mistral (the
gambling ship)." Other locations
included Pepe's On the River and
Moore Air Force Base, he said.
Production was helped by an
experienced team, he said. Co-

producing this year are Diego
AguilarandSoniaLeeChapa, both
veterans of past Workshops. Other
returnees include Executive
Producer Nonna Ochoa-Cramer,
Director of Photography Steve
Escobar and Technical Director
Isaac Garza. "We did some
things ... that we've never done
___________

University
Film

___________
before," Stanley said.
The experienced acting cast was
also an asset in smoothing
production along. Ransom's
experience playing Rudy, the main
character of last year's The Virgin
Casanova, helped him gear his
performance to the best advantage,
Stanley said. Experienced actors

t:
,

in minor roles, such as Mara Lee
Rowin (as a hooker) and Armando
Hinojosa (as a police detective),
also helped maintain the level of
quality, he said.
Stanley has run the Workshop, in
which students have the
opportunitytoproduceafull-length
motion picture for television, three
times previously. The resultant
films, The Discouraging Word
(1985), Club X (1988), and The
Virgin Casanova (1989), were all
airedonKRGVapproximatelyone
year after principal photography
was done. It will take most of the
Fall to complete the video editing,
and most of the Spring to complete
the audio mix, scoring and other
post-production in order to prepare
the new film for broadcast, Stanley
said.
One previous film, Club X, won
the Gold Seal Award at the London
International Amateur Film
Competition.
Stanley has even greater
expectations for Between Love And
Murder. "It's going to be our best
effort to date," he said.

Actress and Co-producer Sonia Lee Chapa on the set of
the UT Pan American Summer Television Workshop
Production, "Between Love And Murder." The movie
was shot during this year's second Summer Session.

- 'My Blue Heaven' disappoints
despite cast, low expectations
By PHILLIP LOZANO
Entertainment Editor

Domine Lopez and Chavez Ransom shoot their scene at Pepe's On The River, used as a
set for the Summer Workshop film, "Between Love And Murder." The movie will be
ready for broadcast in 1991.

I had intended to see Wild At
Heart, the new David (Twin Peaks)
Lynch film, last weekend in order
to review it for this column, but it
seems I was given misleading
information concerning its release
in the Valley. The office of a
certain theater (that shall remain

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Plasma Center

Student Special

I

$ 17 per donation + ad

$1 extra with student I.D.
18 or older
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I

Hours
Mon-Fri 8:30-4
Sat 8-4

682-4159

Ha rm asters

nameless) informed me two weeks
ago that the much-awaited and
controversial film, starring
Nicholas Cage and Laura Dem,
would premiere last Friday, one
week behind the national release.
However, when I went to this
theater last weekend, I encountered
two new releases that were not
Wild At Heart, Men At Work and
The Witches. NotonlywasWildAt
Heart not playing there, it is not
being shown in any Valley theater.

•1

I toyed with the idea of seeing The
Witches, directed by Nicholas (The
Man Who Fell to Earth) Roeg, and
15% Discount for PAU
executive-produced by the late,
Students and Faculty
great Jim Henson.Despondent, my
companions
and I laid down cash
Walk-Ins Welcome
Yvonne
to
see
My
Blue
Heaven instead,
Many
Diane
which
stars
Steve
Martin, Rick
Annabele
Moranis, and Joan Cusak. I had
~2~00~2~W~.U~n~iv~e~rs~ity~~~~~~~~~~~~E~d~in~b~u~rg~,T~e~x~a~s~ low expectations entering this film,

383-9133

102 S. 16 McAllen

IMPORTANT NOTICE

'
•

STUDENT FINANCIAL AID CHECKS
WILL BE CASHED AT

SOUTH TEXAS BOOK & SUPPLY
WITH THE PURCHASE OF TEXTBOOKS

FREE:
Bic Stick Pen
with $20 purchase
(while supplies last)

PICK UP YOUR CHECK
AND COME SEE US FOR
YOUR BOOKS AND SUPPLIES

SAVE ON OUR
HUGE INVENTORY
OF USED BOOKS
REMEMBER:
We are always

buying back
textbooks!

so I wasn't disappointed too much.
It is a mild, inoffensive time-killer
directed by ... ah, I forget.
In it, Steve plays an Italian
mobster-turned
informant,
relocated from New York to San
Diego under the Federal Witness
ProtectionProgram. Moranisplays
a thankless straight-man role as
his FBI escort. Joan plays a
frazzled, divorced local DA.
Steve's slimy character gets antsy

Film
Review
in hiding, but he discovers that just
about every other mob stoolie has
been shipped to this particular
locale. They get together and start
acting up gangster-style, and things
get ridiculous. Meanwhile,
Moranis' character's wife has left
him, but he falls for Joan's
character, who does not trust him
because ofMartin's character, who
sleeps with... oh, to hell with it. It's
not very funny anyway.
Gripes about the film are
numerous, but my biggest one,
aside from Martin's lackluster
performance, was the general
absence of Carol Kane's character,
despite the fact that her name was
featured prominently in the credits.
Joan was good, but her character
had little to do but frown and
bitch. Moranis didn't fare any
better, having to pull off a lifeless
by-the-book fed who gets loosened
up (sort of) by Martin. The
ridiculous plot kind of lurches
around without really getting
anywhere, and mid-film I was
daydreaming about getting home
to watch the Newhart re-run on
TV. My Blue Heaven gets a Wait
For Cable recommendation here.

Y&SMEDICAL
UNIFORM CENTER
YOLANDA P. SALDIVAR OWNER

NOW

HAVE A CHOICE!

10% Discount with this ad
Formerly J.C. Penny Bldg.
210 E. CANO · SUITE B
EDINBURG, TX 78 530

SOUTH TEXAS BOOK & SUPPLY
YOUR COLLEGE TEXTBOOK STORE

1516 W. University (behind Pizm Hut), Edinburg

380-0345

(512) 381-6054 Bua.

Allen J'lnral
bu iettu, 1Jnc.
1320 N. CLOSNER
EDINBURG, TEXAS
(512) 383-8611
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New 'Spider-Man' comic books hottest collectable around
which was released this summer,
are already selling for prices
Entertainment Editor
considerably higher than the$1.75
Hot right now in the local comics cover price.
market is the first issue of a new
comic book about an old (but Marvel Comics, the publisher,
popular) character, the web- released the thirty-two page book
slinging Spider-Man. Spider-Man in five different editions in order to
No. 1 is the hottest-selling new take advantage of the collectors'
book to appear in quite a while, market. The different editions are
bringing investment-minded meant to provide value for the
comics fans into local stores to serious comics collector, says Andy
stock up, according to Helgi Davis, Lopez, owner of Metro Comics in
owner of Edinburg Cards and Harlingen.
Comics and co-owner of McAllen
Comics. However, some fans 'There was a problem with posers
believe that the popularity of the with the Batman thing last year,"
book is due mostly to hype.
he said. Though Batman had been
Davis, who is a postman when he hot in specialty shops since the
does not sell his four-color wares, arrival of Frank Miller's great
says that some editions of the book, novel, The Dark Knight Returns

The multitude of editions for
Spider-Man No. 1 will insure a
slower rise in prices, making the
book easier for true collectors to
obtain copies, Lopez said.

By PHILLIP LOZANO

•
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(1985), the hype of the movie
brought trendies into the stores
who bought up every book in sight,
drivingupprices andmakingthings
harder for long-time fans.

However, Davis said that one
special version that came "prebagged" (delivered in a protective
plastic sleeve), initially sold for a
couple of dollars and is now going
for twenty-five to one hundred
dollars. This version had a black
and silver cover and was limited to
specialty shops. Distribution was
125,000 copies, as opposed to the
"newsstand" edition that had a run
of over two million, said Lopez.
Why is the book so popular? One
collector, Victor Esquivel of San
Benito, says that the art is one of

the reasons, but that the
collectability is a big factor as well.
The
artist/writer,
Todd
McFarlane, is a fan favorite with a
fresh style that breaks away from
the old look of the character.
"Whenever he (McFarlane) didn't
do the art for The Amazing SpiderM an (the previous title), sales
dropped," Esquivel said.
The artist went so faras to buy up
5,000 copies of Spider-Man No.I,
autograph them, and sell them to
his fans at a low price. The profits
will go to charity, said Esquivel.
However, he is not thrilled with
the quality of the story. "The art is
great," he said, but the actual plot is
slight and insubstantial. Also, the
multitude of editions created a lot

of confusion. "I'm buying it as a
collector," Esquivel said. He
figures that the signed copies will
be the most valuable in the future.
Davis agrees that there are
problems with the writing, though
he says that the story improves
further along in the series. In the
meantime, McAllen Comics had
to deal with disgruntled fans last
Friday when an insufficientnwnber
of copies of the third installment
arrived. 'They grabbed them all,"
Davis said.Spider-Man · No. 1 is
the beginning of a five-part serieswithin-a-series that features his old
enemy, The Lizard. The next fivepart story will feature the popular
mutant character Wolverine, said
Lopez.

Sign up now for TASP workshop
For more Information, call 381-2574.

WANTED
Two UTPA students
to serve on
The University of Texas Student Advisory Board

Represent The University of Texas Pan American student body at Student
Advisory Board meetings with student
representatives of other UT system

Reproductive
Services
.. .In Association with

Treasure HIiis
Suite #35
2220 Haine Drive
Harlingen, Tx 78550

Adoption Affiliates

... Providing Choices in Reproductive Health Care
• Pregnancy Testing
. • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
• Pregnc;incy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
• Morning After Treatment
• Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
• Speakers for Educational Programs
• Adoption Services

For Information Call:
428-6242 - 428-6243
Licensed by the Texas Department of Health

Et PATO

campuses; work·on issues of common

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO
YALLIT WIDI

concern to all students; meet with UT
Board of regents members and
members of the UT system administration to discuss matters of student interest and to make recommendations.
Weekend travel to Austin and/or other
UT campuses required (3-4 times per
semester). Expenses paid.

• Full-time undergraduate student status
• 3.0 minimum GPA
• Good communication skills (oral & written)
• Junior or senior standing
• Must be enrolled and maintain GPA for duration
of term (I year minimum)

0

September
Special

....................
.••.••........
. . ..
HWHITE FLOUR

..HPATOS
______

_,

TRY'EM, YOU'LL
LOVE 'EM!

2 beef or chicken patos
Spanish Rice, Ranchero
Beans, and a 12 oz.
Coke.

$2.89
INCIAUUII ■ IIAIIIIIIADI fl. . TOmLLAS

.... I'S on NOMIMOI IICINI ALL FOOD
MUI PIIIN DAIL f OIi NUIIIII

NOW OPIN DAILY AT 7:H A.M.,SUNDAT tzOO A.M.

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!
McALLIN (Pec■11)........................................682•3 I 76
McALLIN (■us. 83)......................................687-8269
llcALL■N (No. I Oth) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••682• 1576
■DIN■ URG ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 383-0725

■ROWNS~ILLI .................................~•••••••••• 541 ..241
MISSION •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••585-4545
WISLAC0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••969•14I• ~
NARLINGIN .................................................28•6224

South Dallas
BLACK AND WHITE NIGHT
ALTERNATIVE MUSIC NIGHT

* Now 18 to 20 year olds Welcome
On Tuesdays Only!

Application forms now available at UC 205.

NO COVER ALL NIGHT!

To apply, submit completed application form to:
UT Student Advisory Board
Selection Committee
UC205
The University of Texas-Pan American

.50¢ B.1R DRINKS AND DRAFT BEER
8:00 - 10:00 p.m.
CELEBRATING SOMETHING?
Call ahead for raservatlons

10:00 p.m. -11:00 p.m.
$1.50 BAR DRINKS
We will decorate
& give you a

Bottle of Champagne
For FREE

Deadline for applying: 5:30 p.m., Wednesday, Sept. 12, 1990

• NO COVER AND SPECIAi DRINKS DO NOT APPLY TO 18 ·,·o 20 YEAR OLDS.
PROPER 1.0. REQUIRED AT ALL TIMES.
500 HACKBERRY • McALLEN, TEXAS
682-4133
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Bronco football squad continues to stir up controversy
games like that in football... the
athletic director should be neutral,
and Odstrcil is not. Not only is he
not neutral, he is one hundred
Even before the Bronco football percent against the football team."
team could begin their 1990-91
season, schedule problems have
arisen to put "the season up in the
air," according to Bronco Coach
Don Pendergrass.
Games scheduled for the coming
weeks against Hardin-Simmons
University in Abilene, Trinity
University in San Antonio, and
Midwestern University in Wichita
Falls have been cancelled. This
unexpected turn of events has
When asked to comment on the
generated some controversy.
allegations, Odstrcil said, "I did
Coach Pendergrass puts the blame place calls and ...the only concern
for the set back squarely on UTPA that the President (of UTP A) and I
Athletic Director Sam Odstrcil. had for the university was ifit was
According to Coach Pendergrass, in the name ofthe university and...if
"Odstrcil called the three schools they were using the university's
and persuaded them to cancel with name, then we become libel."
us. Now, you don't just cancel
In answer to Pendergrass'

By GILBERT D. MARTINEZ
Reporter

comment, Odstrcilsaid, "We have
great respect for what he's trying
to do, however, my biggest
concern is trying to get our teams
that we have off the ground."
"We have to face reality. At
this point, we are just not at the
point ofsupporting football," said
Odstrcil.
Despite the unexpected schedule
changes and the controversy
surrounding the situation, the
football players are still practicing
and hoping for some possible
solution to the conflict. "The guys
are still workingout."Pendergrass
said.
Football team member and
UTPA student Edmond Villareal
also had some comments to make.
He said, "We're out there
practicing daily, but we're all
upset. lt'skindofaletdown ... Our
first game might be in October,
maybe."

The Pan American I Tony Mercado

Bronco Defensive coordinator Jim Murphy runs the defensive line through a series of
plays. The team may not get to perform in any games though as a result of University
intervention.

Assistant track coach Erickson quits; takes job at SW Texas
By DAVID H. HUNTER
Sports Writer

A number of factors have
contributed to the resignation of
the track and Field teams
Assistant Coach Doug Erickson.
Erickson recently moved to
SouthWest Texas
State
University in San Marcos, where
he is currently the head cross
country coach and assistant track
and field coach.
Last year South West Texas
StateplacedseventhattheNCAA

championship track and field
meet and is obviously a program
thatwouldofferanewdimension
of the sport to Erickson.
"It was a professional and
personal opportunity that at this
stage in my career I could not
pass up," Erickson said. "As a
coach I would be able to head up
men's and women's cross
country. Professionally this
enables me to grow as a coach
and personally I am able to learn
from another program."
The move provided Erickson

with the opportunity to become a
full-time staff member, thus
enabling him to receive benefits
such as insurance. The salary
advancement
was
also
significantly greater than the
stipend he received at UTPA,
according to Erickson.
Erickson graduated from Pan
American University in 1987.
While attending the university,
Erickson earned two bachelor
degrees in history and political
science and was working toward
a master in American History.

Baylor College of Medicine and
Rice University

Erickson holds four records at
the university in track and field
and even qualified for the
Olympic trials in the men's
marathon. In his senior year he
was awarded the Lou Hassel
Award as the school's most
outstanding male student athlete.
As a coach, Erickson held the
assistant coach position under
Reid Harter for three years and
was one of the youngest assistant
coaches in the state.
"I am personally indebted to
Head Coach Reid Harter for the

RESERVE

opportunity he _provided for my
entrance into collegiate
coaching,"saidErickson. "Iwill
be forever in his debt for the
knowledge he provided me as
my first and foremost mentor in
the sports of cross country and
track and field."
Head Coach Reid Harter said
"I did my best to keep Erickson
in terms of trying to raise his
salary but at this time there just
wasn't money in the Budget.
Coach Erickson alsd needed a
challenge. We've been together

OFFICERS'

for six years and now it's time for
him to go with someone else and
South West Texas has a major
commitment to their track and
field program."
Graduate assistant Keith
Hudson will take the job that
Erickson held and take up the
slack.
"This is a good opportunity for
me to learn and to help the student
athletes," Hutson said. "I feel
that this is a stepping stone and
we will go through a process of
easing into it."

TRAINING

CORPS

Announce
a summer program for minority Students
interested in medicine

The Honors Premedical Academy
Baylor College of Medicine and Rice University offer a six week
summer program for college students interested in a medical
career. The goal of the program, funded in part by a grant from
The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, is to increase minority
representation in medicine.

Program Benefits:
• academic enrichment in the biological sciences, mathematics,
and communications
• practical research laboratory and clinical experiences
• counseling regarding the selection of a medical school
program and the application process
• preparation and review for the Medical College Admissions
Test (MCAT)
• housing/financial support (Out of town students will stay in
dormitories on the Rice University Campus, across the street
from the Texas Medical Center. Housing will be provided at
no charge). A modest stipend will be paid to all students.
• college credit (6 semester hour for courses taken at Rice
University,* and 3 semester hours for Baylor activities**)
* The Rice University courses are: English 317-Technlcal
Writing (3 semester hours), and Biology 403-Speclal Topics (3 semester hours)

The Baylor College of Medicine course Is AHS-399:
Preceptorshlp In th~ Health Sciences (3 semester hours)

**

For additional information write or call the Office of Administrations,
Baylor College of Medicine, One Baylor Plaza, Houston, Texas 77030
798-4841 (Houston) or 1-800-633-6445 (outside Houston)

THE MOST EXCITING FEW HOURS
YOU'LL SPEND ALL WEEK.
r

MS 1201 or MS 1202
TWO CREDIT HOURS OF P.E.

Build your self-confidence in this exciting
Army ROTC elective. We'll get you out of
the classroom and into adventure.
Open to all freshmen and sophomores
without obligation. Class size is limited so
register today.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKI.

Find out more. Contact Major Gary LaFevers,
Southwick Hall Room 204, (512) 381-3600.
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Young soccer team shoots for win in home opener
By ROB NEAGLE
Sports Editor
The UTPA soccer team plays
thefirstofonlytwohomegames
this season on Saturday against
St. Edward's University of
Austin.
The game kicks off at 2 p.m.
at the UTP A Soccer Field,
which adjoins the Cox Tennis
Center.

The Pan American / Ben Lopez Ill

"Playing with the pelota," .a UTPA Soccer
Player uses his feet to juggle the ball. The
Broncs play this Saturday in one of two
home games this year.

"They should be fairly
strong," said Head Coach Eloy
Moran. "They are a strong
NAIA team. They're getting a
lot of recognition right now
because of the Dallas Cowboy
camp (which is conducted on
the school's campus). Their
facilities have been upgraded."
"They are a physical,
European type team," he said.
"They use their height to their
advantage. They don't have
the ball control that we do but

they have a lot of speed."
The Broncs enter the season
minus last year's star
performer,
Freddy
Sanguinetti, who will red shirt
this season and save his
eligibility for next year.

Sophomores
Damian
Morquin, Jorge Cavazos and
Ronny Cabrera will spearhead
the Bronc offense. Each of the
three sophomores were among
the top fi1ve scorers last year.
"I'm expecting more from

these guys over the next three
years," Moran said.
While improving their ball
control, Moran has also
instructed the Broncs to shoot at
goal more of ten. In fact, he has
told them to "shoot the stupid
ball, don't dribble into the
, . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - area...don't get pretty."

1990 Bronc Soccer Schedule

"I've got ten freshmen, four
sophomores,
two juniors and
ST. EDWARD'S
HOME
only one senior," said Moran.
St. Edward's Tournament Austin
"The only senior is Sammy
vs. St. Edward's ( 6 p.m.)
Zavala."
vs. St. Mary's (2 p.m.)
Although the team is
Consolation/Championships
inexperienced and Moran
Shreveport
@ Centenary College
appears to be building for next
@ LeTourneau College
Longview year, he still has high hopes for
the Broncs.
TEXAS LUTHERAN HOME
"I think we'll be a surprising
team,"
saidMoran. "Enthusiasm
@ Houston Baptist
Houston
is great. They are really well
@ Col. of the SW Tourney Hobbs,NM
disciplined."
Seguin
Besides the St. Edward's
@Texas Lutheran

Sept. 1 (Sat.)
Sept. 7-9
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
Sept. 14 (Fri.)
Sept. 15 (Sat.)
Sept. 22 (Sat.)
Sept. 29 (Sat.)
Oct. 6-7
Oct. 25 (Thu.)
Oct. 31 (Wed.)

@ Texas-San Antonio

San Antonio

---------------------.J

This semester, take some electives
in communications.
60 minutes of
long distance.
For free.
Movies. Videos.
And more. For less.

Introducing.AT8ff
Student Saver Plus.
This year it'll be easier to
get th.rough college. Because
KI&:T has put together a program of products and services
that can save you money:
Whether you live on or off
campus.

Just by choosing any Student Saver Plus program, you'll
get up to 60 minutes of free long
distance calls. You'll
·
·
also get a free
ooupon
booklet
good for

savings
all

around
town.

Gabrielle Kreisler· Skidmore College • Class of 1991

game, UTPA plays only one
otherhomegame-againstTexas
Lutheran on Sept. 22.

When you party
remember to ...

Don't get 1Hecked. If )OLt're not
sober-or vou·re not surelet someone else do the dLi~ing
A nie.sa~e pruridt·d b1 thi:i llt'\l'l>Il•'Pcr

,uid Iker Drinkers of America

•**4'-il**•**

*

@4'-

BEER DRINKERS
OF AMERICA
PARTY•SMART

National Headquarters
150 Paularino Ave. , Suite 190

Costa Mesa, CA 92626
714/557-2337
1-800-441-2337

· lk.,•rOrinl-.l·r.., uf \111.·nlJ 1, J non•pml11 l1K1,lm,,:rn1,•mhl-r,hi1l
m-,:an11:1ll( III t){X'll 11111~ 11, IX'f''l)ll.. O\t'r lhl' ;n.:t· t~ 11·

Call from

anywhere to
anywhere.
.

You don't need
to wait till spring
to get a break.

We'll give you a
free AJ&T Cal.ling
Card, even if you
don't have a phone.
So you11 be able to
make a call from
almost any phone and
have it billed to you,
wherever you live.

With the AI&'Reach Our
America Pla,n," you'll get savings
24 hours a day; 7 days a week.
Including 25% off our already
low evening prices-.

To enroll in the AJ&T Student Saver Plus
programs that are right for you, or to get the
best value in long distance service, call us.
They just might be the most profitable electives
you'll ever take.

1603 w. UNIVERSITY, SUITE F, ED INBURG

The right choice.

'.

-11apr11ss
TANNOW
TAN FAST
State of the Art Equipment

TAN EXPRESS. INQ.
THE COUR'IYARD
..•Tlus service may not he anilable m residence halls on your campus
DtSCOunt applies 10 ou1-of-s1ate calls direct-dialed 5 JO pm. Sund"' - fllda,
~ 1990AT&r

.

•

5401 North Tenth
Suite 103
McAllen, TX 78504

TELEPHONE (512) 631-119l

!

;

'

1800 654-0471 Ext.1231
~ Helping make
college life a little easier.

AT&T

.I
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De Los Santos retains volleyball spirit through the years
An enthusiastic backer of
women's volleyball, Coach
Rebecca De Los Santos starts
her ninth year as head coach of
the Lady Broncs in 1990-91.
De Los Santos has battled
some large odds in guiding !he
Lady Bronc program to a 111145 record. Women's athletic
programs at Pan American
achieved NCAA Division I
status in the mid-1980' s, nearly
20 years after the Bronc men's
programs went Division I in
1967.

She was nominated for Coach
of the Year in NAIA District 4
in 1982, her first year coaching
the Lady Broncs.
Two former Lady Bronc
volleyball playerswho played
under De Los Santos, Cannen
Hernandez and Melissa Garcia,
have won the Ann LaMantia
A ward, as Pan American's top
senior women's athletes of their
respective years.
In 1982, De Los Santos
graduated cum laude from Pan

Becky De Los Santos

American with a 3.32 gradepoint average. She would
almost certainly have won the
Ann LaMantia Award, but it
was not instituted until the next
year. Coach De Los Santos
later earned a Master's Degree
with a 3.7 GPA.
In 1980 De Los Santos was
selected as Pan American's
outstanding woman majoring
in Physical Education. She was
also named to Who's Who in
American Colleges and
Universities while a Pan

FAST
FUNDRAISING

American undergraduate.
Before attending Pan American
she was an outstanding volleyball
player for Donna High School.

PROGRAM

·1000~~:

WIIK.

"Coaching some of the Valley's
best women athletes in volleyball
has been especially fulfilling for
me," Coach De Los Santos said.
"Some of my former athletes are
heading
programs
from
Rosenburg to the Valley and all
are very successful.
"I am awfully proud of them,"
she said. "It all seems worth it."

Earn up to $1000 in one week
for your campus organization.

Plus a chance at
$5000 more!
This program works!
No investment needed.

Call 1-80G-91Z-05Z8
Ext. 50

LATE NIGHT BITES.

Copies Typing
Typing
Copies
•
1es Typi g
II

I
COUPON
HOT &

cow SUBS & SALADS

FOR rWICf rHE MEAT, JUST SAY "SUPfR" ADD . .

:J COLD CUT COMBO {h om, salami, b ologna :~M~•"'')
,.., SPICY ITALIAN (genoo solom 1, p ep,::,eron ,J

r BMT [ham, genoo salami, pepperoni, bologna)
.-. SUBWAY CLUB (roosf beef, turke~ homJ

0

IIIJ.i
~½#ii
5111 North 10th Street

MON-FRI: 9-6, SAT: 10-2
I

McAllen Texas 78504
North of LUBY's on North 10th

--

50¢ OFF ON ANY 6" SANDWICH

WHEAr OR lrALIAN BREAD - SMALL OIi REGULAR SALAD

MAIL PAK

1.00
_ 16_9
2 29
2.69

2 00
_2.99
_

2.89

3 99

3 59

3.79

==--T,'--UN=A'""..,...,r=uN..,...,A'""-"-T=U
N"-'-A ----•. SEAFOOD &. CRAB

_2.4_9 _3.5_9
3 39
4 59

=-:s=EA=Fo=o o--=&."-Los=s rE
=R- - - --

- 35-9

- 5_99
-

189

299

STEAK & CHEESE
459
- - - - - - - -- 339
- - = B=BQ=BE=Ef _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ ~

Phone 687-PACK (7225)

~=-T=UR=KEY= BR=:EA_S
l _ _ _ _ __
- ROAST BEEF

_

='H
=AM=&=CH
= EE=SE_ _- - ' - - - • - •_
VEGGIES & CHEESE
_

=

~~
2 69
3 79
2 29

3 59

~

~

COUPON

102 S. 2nd Street
Edinburg, Texas 78539
(Across from UT•Pan Am)
(512) 380-2625

618 N. Tenth Street
McAllen, Texas 78501
(512) 630-4376
(512) 630-4394

MILLER
LITE
Welcomes back
The Students
and
Faculty
of

UT-Pan American
MILLER BREWING COMPANY
REMINDS YOU TO PLEASE:

tHIN .

GO BRONCS!
·,

9
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Sociology

cause Legislature did not pro- public school teaching jobs.
vide a salary increase for state Nevarez mentioned the univerernployees.
sity is fortunate to have a dedicated
workforce who feel they are doing
This lack of action by the Legis- something important.
lative Budget Board and the "If we cannot raise their salaries,
Governor's Budget Council pushed perhaps we can show them appremany university employees into ciation," Nevarez said.

.

Minority Biomedical Research
Support (MBRS) program, she said.
Prospective majors need to hone their
research skills and "be able to write,"
she said.
Bastidareceiveda Ph.D. in sociology
from the University of Kansas in 1979
and taught at the university as well as
Wichita State University before arriving
at UT-Pan American in 1989.
Since arriving at the university, she
and Dr. Rumaldo Juarez have been
instrumental in organizing a national
conference on minority aging.
Co-sponsored by the Gerontological
SocietyofAmerica(GSA)andtheTexas
Consortium of Geriatric Education
Centers, the conference was held in the
Liberal Arts Auditorium on July 20th.
Bastida and Juarez are both members
of the National Task Force that advises
the GSA. The Federal Government
funds the Society to look into the

direction of training sociologists to
examine the "minority elderly"
population. The minority elderly, the
fastest growing demographic group
in the nation, will triple in population
by the turn of the century, she said.
Bastida said she suggested having
a conference at UT-Pan Am, since
the school seemed to be an ideal
locale because of it's large minority
population. Besides giving the
Hispanic elderly national visibility,
it was hoped that the conference
would attract minority students to the
field, she said.
Minority students seem to work
bestwithelderlyfromtheirownethnic
group, she said.
The minority elderly, she said, is
just one of the many diverse areas of
study that will require the skills of
sociologists in the 1990's.

FOR RENT: 2 bedroom, furnished
WANTED: SERIOUS MALE
STUDENT TO SHARE QUIET apartment, 3 blocks from campus. Ideal
HOME WITH RETIRED, MALE for women or couple. Call Carmen
PROFESSIONAL & 14 year-old cat. Gomez, 383-3425.
FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS!
Must be non-smoker, non-drinker, nondoper. Mustsharebath.Eight(8)blocks
from university. Bill 383-7104.
FOR SALE: Canon T-50 Camera
with50mmlensand244 TFlash. $250.
631-9545.
TYPING SERVICE: Research
papers, reports, etc. Grammar
Correction; Proofreading & editing.
Over ten years experience. Call 5852838.

Airlines now hiring! All positions!
$17,500-$58,240. Call 1-602-8388885, Ext. X-4490.

ATTENTION: GOVERNMENT
SEIZED VEHICLES from $100.
Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys.
Surplus Buyers Guide. 1-602-8388885, Ext. A-4490.

NEED HELP WITH RESEARCH
ATTENTION: EASY WORK, PAPERS? Essays? English Lit?
EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble Qualifiedtutor-B.S .• MA.630-3492.
products at home. Details. 1-602-838ATTENTION: POSTAL JOBS!
8885, Ext. W-4490.

Start$11 .41/hour! For application info,

TYPING/LANGUAGE HELP: call 1-602-838-8885, Ext. M-4490, 6
Retired English teacher. Near campus. a.m. - 10 p.m., 7 days.
Glenn 383-2066.
ATTENTION: GOVERNMENT
WRITING SERVICES, ESSAYS, HOMES from $1 (U-repair).
research papers, resumes. Composition, Delinquent
tax
property.
mechanics, grammar. Call after 6 p.m., Repossessions. Call 1-602-838-8885,
380-1563. Rushjobs.
Ext. GH-4490.

ALMA'S

~

Sincerely Yours
1619 South Closner
Edinburg

381-5661
Hallmark Cards
Bridal Registry
Gift Items
Helium Balloons

His -n- Hers
Styling Salon
422 1/2 E. University
Edinburg

383-9035
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FASHION
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808 N. 10th McAllen, TEXA6

MON.-6AT. 10 A.M.-7 P.M.

15 % off with this Ad.

f UW, f OOD & GAMES
Alcohol Available to anyone 21& over with I.D.

(Nol valid wilh any olher offer. Expires Oct. 31, 19X).)

Entertainment
©®r:rn@

®!])~

Limbo, Volleyball,
and Tug-a-war

Be a part of

D1?:JTiffi£~Wffi£J1
J§J1£@ J§®®Tiill£J1J1

OJO-A--

~

Contest

... rJPB

MAKALEKA
(Hula Dancers)
II

Games begin Sept.11
Mandatory clinic for team captains Sept.7
ENTRY BLANKS

8 a,m,•Sl30 p,m, M-TH

1JC 10% I)!\ UCJ:tO

8 a.m,• NOON FRIDAY

CALL 381•3439 OR 381•3673

For Information call

381-2260 or 381-2266
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